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ABSTRACT 

This work consists of a study of the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGL) 

as a perturbation of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) in one dimension 

under periodic boundary conditions. Using an averaging technique which is similar 

to a Melnikov method for pde's, necessary conditions are derived for the persistence 

of NLS solutions under the CGL perturbation. 

For the traveling wave solutions, these conditions are derived for a general 

nonlinearity and written explicitly as two equations for the two continuous pa

rameters which determine the NLS traveling wave. It is shown using a Melnikov 

argument that in this case these two conditions are sufficient provided they satisfy 

a transversality condition. As a concrete example, the equations for the parame

ters are solved numerically in the important case of the CGL equation with a cubic 

nonlineari ty. 

For the case of the CGL equation with a general power nonlinearity, it is proved 

that the NLS homo clinic orbits to rotating waves are destroyed by the CGL per

turbation. 

Especial attention is dedicated to the cubic case. For this nonlinearity, the 

NLS equation is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system and a much larger 

family of its solutions can be written explicitly. The necessary conditions for the 

persistence of the NLS isospectral manifold are written explicitly as a system of 

equations for the simple periodic eigenvalues. As an example, the conditions for 

an even genus two solution are written down as a system of three equations with 

three unknowns. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 The Complex Ginzburg-Landau Equation 

The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation 

(1.1) 

where A( x, t) is a complex-valued function, a, f3, I are complex numbers, and s > OJ 

was first derived as an amplitude equation by Newell and Whitehead [NW69] for 

the problem of Benard convection (with real coefficients). Hocking, Stewartson, 

and Stuart [SS71] then showed that (1.1) occurs as a generalized Stuart-Landau 

equation when spatial variation is included for the case of plane Poiseuille flow 

(complex coefficients). Starting in the early 1980's, many analytical and numerical 

investigations were carried on the CGL system, for example Moon, Huerre, and 

Redekopp [MHR82], Nozaki and Bekki [NB83], Bretherton and Spiegel [BS83], 

Newton [N ew86] and Keefe [Kee85]. These studies focused on bifurcation and 

chaotic behavior for weak linear driving, for which the CGL equation has a direct 

physical relevance. The CGL equation in this regime is still widely applied to the 

study of fluid flow, pattern formation, superconductivity (from whence it derives 

its name), optics and reaction-kinetics. 

If a = a r + iaj, a change of variables of the form A -t AeiO'it eliminates the 

term proportional to ai, hence it is enough to consider a real. When f3r > 0, 

i.e. with positive diffusion, the solutions of the CGL equation (1.1) can blow up 

in finite time when Ir < 0 (like for example, any solution independent of x). In 

this case, when a > 0 all initial conditions except A = 0 lead to blow up in finite 

time, when a < 0 some nontrivial solutions remain well behaved. When Ir > 0, 

the nonlinear term has a stabilizing effect (it then allows for nonlinear saturation 

of the amplitude of the solution). As we will review later, when f3r"r > 0 the 
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solutions are well behaved for all time. In this case, when a < 0 all the solutions 

decay exponentially to zero while a > 0 leads to nontrivial asymptotic behavior. 

We will restrict ourselves to the regime of parameters a, (3r, 'YT > O. 

More recently, the CGL equation has been studied like a simplified model for 

turbulence [BCD+90]. There are two key properties of the CGL equation which 

allows us to seriously consider it as a worthwhile focus for general studies of turbu

lent behavior. First, in the absence of driving (a = 0) it has an inviscid limit that 

is a Hamiltonian dynamical system, the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation 

(1.2) 

Second, the inviscid limit possesses a self-focusing mechanism (for f3i'Yi < 0) which 

is capable of provoking spatially localized singularities in finite time (for s ;::: 2), 

starting from arbitrarily smooth initial data. This effect can be thought of as a 

rather violent cascade process whereby energy concentrated in low wavenumber 

modes is rapidly transported to high wavenumber modes. These two properties 

are in direct analogy to the problem of incompressible fluid turbulence. The Eu

ler equations constitute the underlying Hamiltonian structure of the dissipative 

Navier-Stokes equations, and instabilities in the inviscid equations can create a 

cascade of energy between widely separated length scales. It is important to re

mark that this analogy is purely formal and no physical connection is claimed. For 

example, the collapse mechanism giving origin to the NLS singularity is intrinsi

cally different to the vortex stretching which leads to the instabilities in the Euler 

system. 

Following the ideas of Ruelle, Takens and Smale [RT71] , the turbulent behavior 

of a dissipative dynamical system can be explained by the existence of a compli

cated attractor to which the trajectories converges when t ~ ooj this set can be 

a fractal, like a Cantor set or the product of a Cantor set with an interval. This 

attractor is the natural mathematical object describing the observed nonstation-
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ary flow, and its complicated structure is the cause (or one of the causes) of the 

perceived chaos. 

In the case of the CGL equation (2.12) it was proved in the late 1980's that 

its global attractor is embedded in a smooth finite dimensional manifold called 

an "inertial manifold" [DGHN88]. It follows from this fact that the asymptotic 

behavior of the CGL equation is completely characterized by a finite number of 

degrees of freedom. Indeed, if the period is normalized to one, the coefficient a of 

the linear term in (1.1) is of the form a = R + iai, and D is the dimension of the 

inertial manifold then 

(1.3) 

For the Navier-Stokes equations, the classical Kolmogorov picture asserts that 

for a high Reynolds number R, three dimensional turbulence in fluids generates 

structures, "eddies", down to the size of the cut off length A '" LR-3/4, where L is 

some characteristic length. Below this scale viscosity consumes the energy flowing 

in from larger scales. This suggest that in a box of volume L 3
, the essential 

dynamics can be described by approximately 

N=(~)3"'R9/\ (1.4) 

modes. 

The situation for the Navier-Stokes equations is more complicated. It was not 

until 1983 [BV83] that the existence of a global attractor was proved for the two 

dimensional case. The existence of an inertial manifold for the two dimensional 

case is still an open problem. The analogous questions for the Three dimensional 

N avier-Stokes are all open and we lack even the basic understanding on global 

well-posedness. 

In this dissertation, the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (1.1) with periodic 

boundary conditions in [0, £] will be studied like a perturbation of the NLS equation 

(1.2). We would like to use the structure present in the dissipationless limit to 
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characterize some of the trajectories in the global attractor, particularly, the ones 

describing almost periodic behavior. 

For this purpose, we will introduce the following dimensionless form 

which is obtained via the transformation 

x 
x ~ £ E [0,1], 

(ii 
t~ f}t, 

where we have introduce the new parameters 

£2 
r=-a, 

(ir 

( 

2£2 ) 1/28 

A ~ (iil,il A, 

(j = ±1. 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

In this dimensionless form, when € = 0 we get the form of the NLS equation which 

is standard in the literature on inverse spectral transform, 

(1.8) 

1.2 The Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation 

Like the complex Ginzburg-Landau, the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation 

(1.8) is a generic amplitude equation. With s = 1, it is widely used in nonlinear 

optics [NM92], plasma physics [Zak84], fluid dynamics [AS79]. As it was pointed 

out in the last section, the NLS equation (1.8) can naturally be written as a 

Hamiltonian system in the form 

(1.9) 

where the Hamiltonian 1-£ is given by 

(1.10) 
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Defining the Poisson bracket of any two functionals :F and 9 to be 

. [1 (8:F 89 8:F 89) 
{:F,9} = -~ 10 8A8A* - 8A*8A dx, (1.11) 

the evolution of any functional :F under the NLS flow (1.9) is governed by 

d:F dt = {:F,1i} .. (1.12) 

Formally, the Hamiltonian 1i is conserved by the NLS flow. Beside 1i, the NLS 

flow also conserves the mass M and the momentum.1, which are given by 

(1.13) 

These conserved quantities will play an important role in Chapter 4 where we 

study NLS solutions that persist under the CGL flow for € sufficiently small. 

In the case when s = 1, Zakharov and Shabat [ZS72] proved that the nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation can be written like the compatibility condition of two linear 

systems of ordinary differential equations. Using this compatibility condition they 

proved that the cubic Schrodinger equation is a completely integrable Hamiltonian 

system. In particular for the spatially periodic case, all the trajectories are either 

almost periodic or homoclinics [PreS5]. When the almost periodic trajectories 

have a finite number of independent periods, they can be written down explicitly 

by associating them to a finite genus hyperelliptic Riemann surface. 

Therefore, we have a very good "picture" of the phase space for the cubic 

Schrodinger equation. When the perturbation is turned on, i.e. for 0 < € ~ 1, 

most of this wonderful structure is destroyed. The purpose of this dissertation is to 

look for which st.ructures (if any) of the NLS are preserved under the perturbation, 

both in the integrable and nonintegrable cases. Of course, in the nonintegrable case 

S '# 1, we restrict ourselves to the limited knowledge that we have of the phase 

space of the NLS, basically rotating waves, traveling waves and homoclinics. When 
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s = 1 we give a criteria for the persistence of finite genus solutions. Notice that if 

an almost periodic solutions persist then it most belong to the attractor. 

1.3 Outline of Results 

Chapter 2 gives a review of the CGL equation based mainly on [LO] and 

[DGHN88]. We start to "paint" the "phase portrait" by giving its elementary 

solutions like the rotating waves An(x, t) = aei(knx-wnt+<p} and the monochromatic 

waves A(x, t) = a(t)eiknx . We give the linear stability analysis of the rotating 

waves which we will use later to give lower bounds on the dimension of the global 

attractor. 

Next, the global existence of classical solutions is reviewed, and it is shown 

that the solutions of the CGL equation define a dynamical system in Hl([O, 1]). 

Uniform (on the initial conditions) upper bounds on the L2 and the LOO norms of 

the solution and its derivatives are shown for the case when s is an integer. The 

fact that the Loo norm of A and its derivatives are uniformly bounded will be used 

in Chapter 4 to study which phase space structure of the nonlinear Schrodinger 

equation persists when E is small but positive. 

The existence of a global attractor can be proved using the fact that the so

lution and its derivatives are bounded uniformly in the initial conditions. Next 

following Doering at al. [DGHN88], the Fourier spanning dimension of the attrac

tor is shown to be finite and a upper bound on the dimension is given in terms of 

the bound on the LOO norm of A. 

In Chapter 3 we review the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. The first half 

presents the traveling waves, which have the form A(x, t) = e-iextB(x - ct), where 

a and c are real numbers and the B = B(z) is a complex function of z = x - ct. 

These traveling waves are derived for a nonlinear Schrodinger equation with a 
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general nonlinearity. In the case of a cubic nonlinearity, these traveling waves can 

be explicitly given in terms of elliptic functions. 

The rest of the chapter is dedicated to the cubic case, for which using its in

tegrability properties, a much broad class of solutions can be written explicitly. 

Following Forest and Lee [FL86] we describe briefly the integrability of the cubic 

Schrodinger equation. The quasiperiodic solutions are characterized through the 

spectrum of the Zakharov-Shabat operator associated to the cubic Schrodinger 

equation. Finally, we point out that the trajectories homo clinic to plane waves 

can be written explicitly. 

In Chapter 4 we begin our study the CGL equation as a perturbation of the 

nonlinear Schrodinger equation. We present a criteria for the persistence of a 

given NLS almost periodic solution under the CGL perturbation. We deduce this 

criteria by averaging in time the time derivative of the conserved quantities of the 

NLS equation and setting this average to zero. For each conserved quantity of 

the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, this criteria gives a Melnikov type necessary 

condition for the persistence of the NLS solution under the perturbation. We stress 

here the fact that the CGL perturbation is not a Hamiltonian perturbation; it 

includes dissipation. The way to derive these necessary conditions is quite general 

and we obtain them for a fairly general nonlinearity. We show that this conditions 

are also sufficient for two trivial cases, the rotating waves, and the case when 

the CGL perturbation can be written as a linear combination of NLS conserved 

quantities. 

The generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation has only three conserved quan

tities; the mass, the momentum, and the energy. Using these three conserved 

quantities, we apply the criteria to the traveling waves studied in Chapter 3. Be

cause these three conserved quantities are linearly dependent when evaluated at 
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the traveling wave, the criteria yields only two conditions. These conditions are 

set like two equations for the two continuous parameters (there are two discrete 

parameters coming from the boundary conditions) which determine the traveling 

wave of the NLS equation. In Chapter 5, (where we prove the sufficiency of these 

conditions) these two equations for the parameters are solved numerically for the 

traveling waves of the cubic Schrodinger equation. 

U sing an slight modification of the criteria for the almost periodic, we prove 

that none of the homo clinics bifurcating off the rotating waves persist under the 

CGL perturbation. 

In Chapter 5, we use a slight generalization of the Melnikov method to 3 di

mensions to prove the persistence of NLS under the CGL perturbation. We prove 

that the two conditions derived in Chapter 4 for the persistence of NLS traveling 

waves under the CGL perturbation, are equivalent to the Melnikov conditions for 

the persistence of periodic orbits of the profile equation got by substituting the 

traveling wave anzats into the CGL equation. We prove that these two conditions 

are sufficient provided they satisfy a transversality condition. 

In Chapter 6 we restrict ourselves to the cubic case. As it was pointed out the 

cubic Schrodinger equation is completely integrable. In particular, it is possible 

to write down explicitly the family of quasiperiodic solutions by associating them 

to finite genus Riemann surfaces; these are the so-called finite genus solutions. 

The isospectral manifold, which is the collection of all finite genus solutions with 

the same Zakharov-Shabat spectrum, is characterized by 2g + 2 real parameters, 

where 9 is the genus of the Riemann surface. We apply the selection criteria to 

the isospectral manifold and we get 9 + 1 equations which complemented with the 

g+ 1 equations from the boundary conditions, result in a (2g+2) x (2g+2) system 
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of equations for the 2g + 2 parameters. Finally, we write down explicitly these 

equations for the parameters for the genus two case with even symmetry. 
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Chapter 2 The Complex Ginzburg-Landau 
Equation 

2.1 Introduction 

In this section we review the derivation of the complex Ginzburg-Landau equa

tion using the multiple scales technique. This review was taken from the work by 

Newell [New74]. 

Consider the nonlinear partial differential equation 

o <t, -00 < x < 00, (2.1) 

where L is a linear partial differential operators, N is a nonlinear operator such 

that N(O) = 0, and R is a given fixed parameter. A linear stability analysis on the 

trivial solution of (2.1) may be carried out by simply neglecting the right side of 

(2.1) and looking for solutions of the form 

wex eikx-wt , W = Wr + iWi. (2.2) 

Marginal stability occurs when Wr = 0, this leads to the following equation for a 

curve in the R vs. k plane known as the neutral stability curve 

L( -iWi(k), ik, R) = o. (2.3) 

This is as far as the linear stability analysis goes. If we consider the evolution 

of a rotating wave like (2.2) with small amplitude, the nonlinear effects can be 

neglect able for short time scales, but may become significant on long time scales. 

We want to deduce an equation for the amplitude to take in account this accumu

lative effect of the nonlinearity and to balance it with other effects, like dispersion, 

dissipation and instability. 

In many physical contexts, the curve of neutral stability has a minimum Rc at 

some wave number kc • We can assume without loss of generality that wi(kc ) =1= o. 
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Suppose we want to describe the motion when 

(2.4) 

where X is of order one. If the neutral stability curve is parabolic in a neighborhood 

of kc (which is the usual case); an O( E) band of wave numbers around kc will become 

un~table. Following Newell [New74] , we look for wave packet solutions of (2.1) with 

an slowly varying amplitude in x and t of the form 

(2.5) 

where X = EX, Tl = Et, and (*) represents the complex conjugate. Since the initial 

growth rate of linear disturbances is O((R - Rc)/ Rc) = O(E2X), it is important to 

introduce the second time scale T2 = E2t. This is the time scale on which dispersive 

effects become important. 

One expects the wave amplitude to grow until inhibited by nonlinear effects. 

Since nonlinear effects of a growing wave packet with the form (2.5) usually only 

manifest themselves through a cubic interaction, an amplitude balance is expected 

at O( E). Accordingly, we set 

(2.6) 

where Wo is given by (2.5). We solve (2.1) recursively and choose at each stage the 

evolution of the amplitude function W(X, Tt, T2) in order to suppress nonunifor

mities which would otherwise appear in (2.6). Introducing the transformations 

8t ~ 8t + E8T] + E28T2 , 

8x ~ 8x +E8x , 

into the differential operator L and expanding in a Taylor series gives 

(2.7) 

L ~ L(8t, 8x , Rc) + E (L18T] + L28T2 ) (2.8) 

+E2 (~L118TITI + L18T2 + L128T]x + ~L228xx + L2Rcx) + ... , 
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where the subscripts 1,2,3 denote partial derivatives of L with respect to the argu

ments at, Ox, and R respectively evaluated at at = -iwi(ke), Ox = ike, and R = Rei 

obtained by differentiating the complex dispersion relation (2.3) with respect to k. 

In order to suppress nonuniformities in Wl, we impose 

(2.9) 

Thus if Ll f. 0, we can satisfy (2.9) by requiring that 

(2.10) 

(see [New74] for the case Ll = 0). Finally, to suppress nonuniformities in W2, we 

require W to solve the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGL) 

Ll (aT2 W - ~(akkWi)aXXW) + L3 (~(akkR)axxW + RexW) = _,8iWI2W. 

(2.11) 

Equation (2.11) was first derived in this way by Newell and Whitehead [NW69] 

for the problem of Benard convection (with real coefficients). Through a similar 

argument, Stewartson and Stuart [SS71] derived the CGL equation with complex 

coefficients for a problem in fluid dynamics. More general nonlinearities are possi

ble depending on the form of the nonlinearity N of the base problem (2.1). 

In this dissertation, we will study the CGL equation 

(2.12) 

which is obtained from the general form (1.1) through the transformation (1.6). 

We want to get as complete an understanding as possible of the "phase portrait" 

of the CGL equation (2.12) in any infinite dimensional phase space in which the 

eGL flow is globally defined in time. In particular, one would like to establish 

the existence of an attractive set and understand the nature of the orbits on this 

attractive set and about it. 
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Building an understanding of the phase portrait of any dynamical system begins 

with the identification of classes of solutions that are know explicitly. In the next 

section we analyze some of the simplest solutions of the CGL equation including 

the so-called rotating waves and we analyze their linearized stability properties. 

Section 3 discusses the existence of global (in time) classical solutions to the CGL 

equation, allowing us to study it like a dynamical system. Section 4 presents the 

existence of a finite dimensional global attractor. Much of this dissertation will be 

directed to the study of phase space structures on the attractor for small f. 

In the following chapters we will continue describing the CGL phase portrait 

for small f. In particular, we will study which structures of its dissipationless limit, 

the NLS Equation (1.8), persist for f small but positive. 

2.2 Elementary Solutions 

The simplest class of nontrivial spatially periodic solutions to (2.12) is com

prised of the rotating wave solutions, which have the form 

(2.13) 

where kn = 27m, a > 0, wand </> are real. Upon substituting this ansatz into the 

CGL equation (2.12), the following relations are obtained 

(2.14) 

28 r -k~ 
a =-~ 

2q 
(2.15) 

Notice that choosing n such that r - k~ > ° completely determines the amplitude 

a and the frequency W n • The largest of these, corresponding to kn = 0, is the 

spatially homogeneous solution. Each wave number kn such that kn < r defines a 

circle of rotating waves parameterized by the phase </>. Notice that as r increases, 

the circle of rotating waves corresponding to the wave number kn bifurcates off the 
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zero solution at r = k~. There are on the order of r 1/ 2 rotating waves (up to the 

phase ¢» as r gets large. 

Due to the simple form of the rotating waves, their linear stability can be 

analyzed exactly. This is not the case for any other solution to the CGL equation, 

because the associated linearized equation generically has coefficients that depend 

on both space and time. 

To avoid variable coefficients in the linearization, we will use a perturbation of 

the form 

A(x, t) = An(x, t)(l + B(x, t)). (2.16) 

To compute the evolution of B(x, t), substitute this expression in the CGL equation 

(2.12) and retain only first order terms in B. The result is 

notice that this equation has constant coefficients. This is the reason to adopt a 

sideband perturbation. If we had tried an additive perturbation we would have 

ended up with a variable coefficient equation, making the analysis more difficult. 

Decompose B in Fourier harmonics in x with amplitude dependent on t as 

(2.18) 

where km = 27rm. We find that p:(t) and p-(t) evolve according to 

a ( p+ ) _ ( -C+ -2S(€q-iu)a
2S

) ( p+ ) 
t p-* - -2s(€q + iu)a2s -C-* p-*' (2.19) 

where 

(2.20) 

When km = 0 the two eigenvalues of the matrix (2.19) are 0 and -4s€qa2s• There

fore the rotating waves are linearly stable with respect to perturbations in their 

amplitude. 
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In the case of the rotating wave with kn = 0, the eigenvalues of the matrix 

(2.19) are 

1 

A± = -€(k! + 2S€qa28 ) ± (€2(k! + 2S€qa28? _ (€2 + l)k! _ 4S(€2q _ cr)a28k!) 2" • 

(2.21) 

Therefore ReA± :::; 0, and An(x, t) is stable with respect to sideband perturbations 

with wave number km if 

(2.22) 

Upon substitution of a28 = r/2q, one obtains that the rotating wave is linearly 

stable with respect to side band perturbations with wave number km -=I 0 if 

r < (1 + €2)qkm • 

- 2s(cr - €2q) 
(2.23) 

In the general case we can derive an equation for the neutral stability if we 

assume an eigenvalue of the form A = 0 + iAi and eliminate Ai between the real 

and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue equation. After some manipulations we 

obtain 
k2 = ((1 + €2)k! + 2S(€2q - cr)a28 ) 32 

n 2s(q + cr)a28+2 - 43s(q + cr)a28 + 4(1 + €2)32 ' 
(2.24) 

where 

(2.25) 

Because (2.15), a is a function of kn, (2.24) is an implicit relation that gives the 

wave number kn that will be neutrally stable to the sideband km • 

A slightly more general class than the rotating waves are the harmonic (or 

monochromatic) solutions, which have the form 

A(x, t) = a(t)eiknx 
, (2.26) 

where the complex-valued amplitude a{t) satisfies 

(2.27) 



Multiplying this equation by a* and taking real and imaginary parts shows 

~8t1aI2 _ €(r - k~)laI2 _ 2€qlaI 2s+2 , 

:i (a*8ta - a8ta) - _k~laI2 + 2ulaI2s+2 .. 
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(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Hence, when r - k~ < 0 these solutions decay exponentially to zero. In this 

case these solutions are part of the stable manifold of the trivial solution. When 

r - k~ = 0 these solutions decay algebraically to zero, reflecting the marginal 

stability of the zero solution at the given value of r to perturbations with wave 

number kn • When r - k; > 0 these solutions are attracted exponentially to a 

rotating wave solution with wave number kn • In this case, these solutions lie 

on the intersection of the unstable manifold of the zero solution with the stable 

manifold of the rotating wave solution with wave number kn • 

Another important family of solutions to the CGL equation which includes the 

rotating waves as a special case are the traveling wave solutions, each of which has 

the form 

A(x, t) = e-iatB(x - ct). (2.30) 

where a and c are real numbers, a is the phase frequency and c is the wave velocity. 

The complex-valued function B = B{z) over z = x - ct is a period one solution of 

(2.31) 

In Chapter 5 we prove the existence of periodic traveling wave solutions to the 

CGL equation. We prove that for small € some of these solutions are perturba

tions of the periodic traveling wave solutions of the NLS Equation (1.8). 

In the rest of this section we describe the numerical simulations found in [Luc] 

which were carried out for the cubic CGL equation (8 = 1) with even symmetry for 

the following parameters; € = 1/4, q = 1, u = 1, and 0 ::; r ::; 100. The sequence 

of bifurcations in r off the rotating wave solution ((2.13) with kn = 0) is as follows. 
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It follows from (2.22) it follows that for T such that 0 ~ T < Te , the rotating 

wave is linearly stable, where 

1 + f.2 
Te = ( 2 ) 2qrr2 , 

(j - f. q 
(2.32) 

which in the present case is approximately 22.37. 

At T = T e the rotating wave becomes linearly unstable to perturbations in the 

COS(klX) direction. Through a pitchfork bifurcation, two stationary waves ((2.30) 

with c = 0) are created. When T crosses Te , one of the real eigenvalues of the 

linearization around the rotating wave become positive, and the newly created 

unstable manifold of the rotating wave is a stable manifold of the stationary wave. 

At about T = 32.7 the each stationary waves lose stability in a supercritical 

Hopf bifurcation in which a two-frequency quasiperiodic solution is created. We 

will call these solutions "standing waves" and in Chapter 6 we will study them like 

a perturbation of genus two solutions of the cubic Schrodinger equation. 

As T increases above 32.7, one of the frequencies of the standing wave goes to 

zero and around T = Th = 34.1831, it deforms into a homo clinic orbit connecting 

the rotating wave to itself. In Chapter 4 we prove that this homoclinic is struc

turally different from the homoclinics of the cubic Schrodinger equation bifurcating 

off its rotating waves. 

When T is slightly increased beyond Th the two homoclinic orbits effectively 

"glue" together in a gluing bifurcation to create a new two frequency solution 

which we call a "flip-flop". In Chapter 6 we study these solutions as perturbations 

of genus two solutions of the cubic Schr8dinger equation. 

2.3 Global Well-Posedness 

In order to think of the solutions to the CGL equation like a dynamical system, 

we need to prove that the initial value problem is globally well-posed. A contrac

tion mapping argument (Theorem 4.4 in [LO], Theorem 3.5 in [DGL94]) shows the 
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existence and uniqueness of local (in time) classical solutions to the CGL equation 

(2.12) for initial conditions in £7' 

THEOREM 2.1 (LOCAL CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS FOR LP DATA). If p 

satisfies 

l:5p<oo, and s <p, (2.33) 

then for every p > ° there exist a time T(p) > ° such that for every initial data 

Ain E LP([O, 1]) with IIAinllv :5 p there exists a unique 

A E C([O, T], LP([O, 1])) n C((O, T], C2([0, 1])) n C1((0, T], C([O, 1])) , (2.34) 

satisfying the CGL equation (2.12) with A(x,O) = Ain(x). Moreover, if s is an 

integer, then A E Coo((O, T] x [0,1]). 

This theorem estimates the time interval over which any classical solution will 

exist in terms of its LV norm. Hence, in order to prove that any classical solution 

is global it suffices to control its LV norm. 

The L2 norm is the simplest to control; a direct calculation using equation 

(2.12) and an application of Holder inequality yields 

€r !a1 

IAI2 dx - € !a1 

18x AI2 dx - 2€q 10
1 

IA1 2s+2 dx 

< €r fa1 IAI2 dx - 2€q (fa1 IAI2 dX) s+1 (2.35) 

As shown in the Appendix, this differential inequality implies that the L2 norm of 

A satisfies a bound of the form 

(2.36) 

This bound is independent of the initial data and decays to (;q f /
2S as t -)0 

00. Therefore, for times bounded strictly away from zero, the L2([0, 1]) norm 
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is bounded uniformly in time and initial conditions. By Theorem 2.1 the L2 norm 

is enough to establish global existence of solutions for the CGL equation for all € 

when s < 2. 

When s > 2 we will need bounds on the LV norm of A for p > 2. Directly 

computing the evolution of the LV norm when p = 21l: for some Il: > 1 gives 

€T 10
1 

IAI2K dx - 2€q 10
1 

IAI2K+2S dx 

+ Re (( € + i) 10
1 

IAI2K-2 A * OxxA dX) 

_ fT 10
1 

IAI2K dx - 2fq 10
1 

IAI2K+2s dx 

-€Il: fa1 IA12K-210xA12 dx 

-(Il: -1) Re((€ + i) 101IAI2K-4A*2(OxA)2 dX) 

< ET 10
1 

IAI2K dx - 2€q 10
1 

IAI2K+2s dx 

-(Ell: - (Il: - 1)1€ + il) 10
1 

IA12K-210xA12 dx. 

The last term is nonpositive provided 

Therefore an application of Holder inequality yields 

€T 101 
IAI2K dx - 2€q 101 

IAI2K+2S dx 

~ 

< €T 10
1 

IAI2K dx - 2€q ( 10
1 

IAI2K dX) .. 

This differential inequality and the Appendix imply 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 

The existence of global classical solutions is then guaranteed by the theorem above 

when s < 2 by taking Il: = 1. When s = 2, for any € > 0 one can still satisfy s < 21l: 
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and (2.38) by choosing'" sufficiently close to 1. When s > 2, choosing'" = s/2, 

the global existence of classical solutions can be guaranteed only for € such that 

s-2 
€ > r;:--:r' 2ys -1 

(2.42) 

Notice that this argument does not depend on the sign of a. The following 

argument by Doering, Gibbon, and Levermore [DGL94] extends the global well

posedness to any s > a when 0' = -1. Define 

by a direct calculation 

1dF 
2 dt 

€T fo1 i8:1;AI2dx + 2€Tq(32 10
1 

IAl 2s+2dx 

-€ fo1 18xx l2dx - 4€q2(32 10
1 

IAl 4s+2dx 

+2€q(1 + (32) Re fo1 IAI 2s A*8xxA dx 

_2(q(32 + a) 1m 10
1 

IAI 2s A*8xxA dx. 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

The real and imaginary parts in the last two terms can be estimated as follows. 

Integrating by parts one gets 

fo1lAl2SA*8xxAdx _ -(s + 1) fo11AI 2S 18xAI2dx 

-s 10
1 

IA1 2s-2 A*2(8xxA)2 dx. (2.45) 

For any nonconstant A the first term on the right side is negative while the second 

term is smaller in magnitude by a factor no greater that s/(s + 1), whereby it 

follows that 

(2.46) 

for some 101 < 7r/2 such that IsinOI ::; s/(s + 1), or equivalent such that cosO ~ 

"';2s + l/(s + 1). By (2.46), these trigonometric bounds on 0 translate into 

Re llAI" A· 8 .. A dx :s; - v:: ~ Ill'A'" A· 8 •• A dxl ' (2.4 7) 
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(2.48) 

Using (2.47) and (2.48) equation (2.44) becomes 

~ ~ < €r fa1 IOxA I2dx + 2€rq(32 fa1 IAl2s+2dx 

-€ fa1 loxxl 2dx - 4€q2(32 fa1 IAl 4s+2dx (2.49) 

- (2<q(1 + (3') v':: ~ 1 -2(q(3' + u) s: 1) 1.' IAI"A"8=Adx . 

The parameter (3 can be chosen to make the coefficient of last term in (2.49) 

negative for all € > 0 only when ()" = -1. In which case it is enough to choose 

(32 = 1/ q and the F functional reduces to the NLS energy functional. 

For ()" = -:-1 and (32 = l/q, the differential inequality (2.49) can be closed using 

the estimate 

In the second step we have used integration by parts and the Cauchy-Schwartz 

inequality on the first and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on the second term. 

Therefore F satisfies 

(2.51) 

Upon using (2.36), this differential inequality may be integrated as in the appendix 

to obtain the uniform bound 

.!±.!. 
F < (8 + 1)2 + l/q ( r ). 

s + 1 1 - e-2mt 
(2.52) 

Inequality (A.I) implies that the Hl norm of A is uniformally bounded and there

fore by Sobolev inequality, the LV norm of A is bounded for all p > 1. Hence for 
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(7 = -1 Theorem 2.1 implies that the CGL equation is globally well-posed for all 

8> O. 

When (7 = 1 we cannot choose f3 such that the coefficient in front of in (2.49 is 

negative as E ~ O. In this case we need to use 2.41. Therefore to study the limit 

E ~ 0, according to (2.42) we will have to restrict ourselves to the case 8 :::; 2. 

In the same spirit, it is possible to obtain differential inequalities for the L2 

norm of higher derivatives of A, and these bounds lead to a bound of the Loo norm 

of A. In the next section we wi1l use this bound to prove that the attractor of the 

CGL equation is finite-dimensional. In Chapter 4 we will use the boundedness of 

the derivatives (in LOO) to study the phase portrait of the CGL equation using its 

dissipationless limit, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. The following differential 

inequality for the L2 norm of the derivatives of A is derived in [BJO] 

(2.53) 

where Co is a positive constant and 

28 
m= , 

211: -8 
(2.54) 

One can use the a priori L2 bound (2.36) to control the denominator of the last 

term. It follows then from the global LV control with p > 8 that the L2 norm of 

the derivatives of A is uniformly bounded in time but it will not be possible to 

integrate the corresponding differential inequality exactly. 

Using the bound derived above for the L2 norm of A and its derivatives and 

the following interpolation inequality (see [LO]) 

O=5j<m, (2.55) 

where a = 2~!1 , one obtains that the Loo norm of a~A is uniform ally bounded. 
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It follows from (2.53) that the CGL equation defines a dynamical system in 

Hl([O,l]). Moreover, It can be proved [LO] that when s is an integer, the solution 

is in Coo([O, 1]). Using this extra regularity and the Rellich Theorem it is shown 

in the next section that a global attract or exists for the CGL equation. 

2.4 The Global Attractor 

In the last section we saw that the CGL equation (2.12) defines a dynamical 

system in Hl([O, 1]). The evolution of this dynamical system can be described by 

the family of operators S(t) , t ~ 0 defined by 

S(t) : Ain E H ~ A(t) E H, (2.56) 

where A(t) is the (unique) solution at timet of the CGL equation (2.12) with initial 

condition Ain and H = Hl([O, 1]). The family of nonlinear operators S(t) , t ~ 0 

enjoys the semigroup property 

S(tl + t2) S(tI)S(t2) Vt I ,t2 ~ 0, 

S(O) - I Identity in H . 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

It follows from the estimates in last section on the derivatives of A that the semi

group S(t) is strongly continuous. 

DEFINITION 1. An attractor of a semigroup S(t) is a set A with the following 

two properties: 

(i) A is an invariant set, i.e. 

S(t)A = A Vt ~ O. (2.59) 

(ii) A possesses an open neighborhood U such that, for every Ao E U, S(t)Ao 

converges to A as t -Jo 00, i.e. 

dist(S(t)Ao, A) = inf IIS(t)Ao - BII -Jo 0 
BeA 

t-JoOO. (2.60) 
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The largest open set U that satisfies (ii) is called the basin of attraction of A. 

When A is compact and U = H, A is called global (or universal) attractor. 

A weaker concept than the one of attract or is the concept of absorbing set. 

DEFINITION 2 Let B be a subset of Hand U an open set containing B. Then 

B is absorbing in U if for all compact Bo subset of U, there is a time t1 such that 

8(t)Bo cU. 

We will use the following theorem (for a proof see [LO]) to establish the exis

tence of an attractor for the CGL equation. 

DEFINITION 3 The semigroup 8(t) is uniformly compact for large t if for ev

ery bounded set B there exist to such that Ut~to 8(t)B is relatively compact in H. 

THEOREM 2 Let 8(t) be a semi group of continuous operators uniformly com

pact for large t. If there exist an open set U and a bounded set B such that B is 

absorbing in U then 

A = w(B) = n u 8(t)B, (2.61) 
'T~o t~'T 

is a compact attractor which attracts all bounded subsets of U. 

When s is an integer, the solution of the CGL equation is in Coo([O, 1]). Hence, 

it follows from (2.53) that the L2 norm of the derivatives of A are uniformly 

bounded. This implies that a ball in HT([O, 1]) of sufficiently large radius is an 

absorbing set in HT([O, 1]) for all r ~ 1. Using this information and the fact that 

for r1 < r2, the inclusion map HT2([0, 1]) ~ HTl ([0,1]) is compact (Rellich The-
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orem [Ada75]), we conclude that the semigroup defined by the CGL equation is 

uniformly compact for large t. Hence Theorem 2 implies the existence of a global 

attractor for the CGL equation. 

Next, we will prove the finite dimensionality of the CGL attractor A by giv

ing upper bounds on the Fourier spanning dimension. The upper bounds that 

we obtain are on the number of eigenfunctions of the second derivative operator 

required to span the universal attractor. It is important to point out that this is 

not necessary an accurate estimate of the attractor itself. The rest of this section 

follows verbatim [DGHN88] where the cubic case is done. 

The key ideas behind the proof of the finiteness of the Fourier spanning di

mension are as follows. Write A(t) E L2([0, 1]) as an element of the Hilbert space 

L2([0, 1]) of states. Suppose that we find a number N such that for any two solu

tions on the universal attractor, A(t) and A'(t), the difference a(t) = A'(t) - A(t) 

satisfies the "cone" property 

(2.62) 

where PN is the orthogonal projection onto these Fourier modes with wave number 

Iknl :::; kN and QN = 1- PN is the infinite dimensional projection onto the remain

ing modes. Equation (2.62) implies that the low wavenumbers modes (I kn I :::; kN) 

of a(t) can vanish only when high modes vanish. This implies that the two solu

tions A and A' can differ in their high wavenumbers only when they differ in their 

low modes. Hence, we may define a function 

(2.63) 

which maps a subset of the finite dimensional space PNL2 , namely PN(A), into 

the remainder of the configurations space. The value of the function ~ at a point 
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PN A on the attractor is defined by 

(2.64) 

The cone property (2.62) ensures that ~ is well defined. 

The function ~ allows for the transformation of the infinite dimensional PDE 

restricted to the attractor, into a finite number of ordinary differential equations. 

For any initial condition Ao with 

(2.65) 

the solution A(t) E L2([0, 1]) of the CGL (2.12) can be written 

A(t) = a(t) + ~(a(t)) , (2.66) 

where a(t) E PN(A) is a finite dimensional vector in L2([0, 1]) evolving according 

to the dynamics 

8ta = fro' + (f + i)8xxa - 2PN ((fq - ia)la + ~(a)12s(a + ~(a))) , 

0,(0) = PNAO. 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

This is a finite dimensional problem (for ~ = ° it is the Galerkin approximation 

to the full problem). The function ~ = ° allows us to reduce the infinite dimen

sional problem (2.67) into 2N + 1 ordinary differential equations for the Fourier 

coefficients an, n = 0, ±1, ... , ±N, of a(t). Notice that the argument above does 

not establish the functional form of~, but only its existence. 

We will proceed now to prove the cone property on the universal attractor of the 

CGL. Two ideas are central in this proof. First, we will use the bounds mentioned 

in the last section. These bounds restrict the asymptotic motion to a bounded set 

in L2([0, 1]). In order to control the difference between any two solutions, we will 

need not only the bounds on the L2 norm, but also the bounds on Loo. 
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Second, we will show that the cone condition holds on the universal attractor 

by determining that the difference between any two solutions, a(t), satisfies 

(2.69) 

The key property of the CGL equation which allows for an N < 00 for which (2.69) 

holds, is the gap between the eigenvalues of the second derivative operator. It is 

the increasing gap in the divergent spectrum of the second derivative operator and 

its ability to dominate the asymptotic Lipschitz constant of the nonlinearity which 

allows this finite dimensionality. 

Let A and A' be any two solutions of the CGL equation. Then the difference 

a = A' - A satisfies the evolution equation 

(2.70) 

The finite dimensional projection of the difference, P = PNa, satisfies 

(2.71) 

and the infinite dimensional projection Q = QNa satisfies' 

(2.72) 

At this stage N is still undetermined. The key point now is that the negative 

second derivative operator is bounded above on PN L2([0, 1]), bounded below on 

QNL2([0, 1]), and there is a gap in these bounds 

10
1 

P*( -8xxP) dx :::; k~IIPII2 , 

10
1 

Q*( -8xxQ) dx ~ k~+II1QI12 . 

.' (2.73) 

(2.74) 

Multiplying equation (2.71) by P*, equation (2.72) by Q*, integrating, taking 

real parts, and using (2.73) and (2.74), the following differential inequalities are 
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obtained 

~IIPII~ > €(r - k1)IIPII~ 
-2Re((€q+i(J')10

1 

P*(IA'1 2SA'-IAI2SA)dx) , (2.75) 

~IIQII~ < €(r - k1)IIQII~ - €k1(2kN + kdllQII~ 
2 

where we used the fact that the projection is self adjoint and 

kn = 27rn. (2.77) 

Define the following function 

(2.78) 

which determines if A'(t) is inside the cone at A(t) (L(t) > 0), on the cone 

(L(t) = 0), or outside the cone (L(t) < 0). By (2.75) and (2.76), L(t) satisfies 

the differential inequality 

1 
"2atL(t) - €(r - kN)L - €k1(2kN + kdllQII~ 

-2Re ((€q + i(J') Io\Q* - P*)(IA'12SA' -IAI2SA)) dx. (2.79) 

The gap in the spectrum of the second derivative operator appears above as the 

second term on the right side of (2.79). This term causes L to decrease whenever 

IIQII~ > O. The nonlinear term in (2.79) may be estimated by recalling that 

a = P + Q, A' = A + a and using the following inequality 

where z, w are complex numbers and a is a positive number (see [Oli92]). Since 

IA'I2S A' - IAI2
s A = a(IA'1 2S + IAI2S) - (IAI 2S A' - IA'I2

s A), (2.81) 



rearranging the terms one gets 

-2 Re(f.q + iu) fo1 (Q* - P*) (a(IA'12S + IAI2S) - (IAI 2sA' -IA'12SA)) dx 

_ 2f.q fo1 (IPI2 - IQI2)(IA'12S + IAI2S) dx 

-2Re(f.~ + iu) [fo1 2i Im(Q* P)(IA'12S + IAI2S) dx 
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- fo\Q* - P*)(IAI2SA'-IA'12SA)dX] (2.82) 

_ 2f.q 10
1 
(IPI2 - IQI2)(IA'12S + IAI2S) dx 

-2 Re(f.q + iu) [10
1 

2i Im(Q* P)(IA'12s + IAI 2S) dx 

- fo1 (Q* - P*)(IA'12(s-1) A' - IAI 2(s-1) A)IAA'I dX] , 

using the L 00 norm 

-2 Re(f.q + iu) fo\Q* - P*) (a(IA'12S + IAI 2S) - (IAI2SA' -IA'12SA)) dx 

< 2(IIA'II~ - IIAII~)f.q 10
1 

IPI2 dx + 4(IIA'II~ -IIAII~)lul 10
1 

IQIIPI dx 

+If.q + iul 10
1 
(Q* - p*)IIA'1 2(S-1) A' _IAI2(s-1) AIIAA'I dx (2.83) 

< 2(IIA'II~ - IIAII~) (f.q 11 IPI2 dx + 21ul11 IQIIPI dX) + (28 - 1) 

x jfq + iuIlIAIl00IIA'1I00(IIAII~s-1) + IIA'II~s-l)) 10
1 
(IQI 2 + IPI 2 )dx. 

The differential inequality (2.79) for L(t) can then be written as 

~atL < f.(r.- kN)L - f.k1(2kN + k1)IIQII~ + 2M2s(f.qIlPII~ 

+2IuIlIQII~IIPII~ + (28 - 1h/1 + f.2q2I1QII~ + IIPII~) , (2.84) 

where M denotes the uniform bound on the global attractor in the Loo norm. Now 

choose N so that 

(2.85) 
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This choice is made so that the term from the spectral gap (The second on the 

right side of (2.84)) will dominate the term from the nonlinearity (third term on 

the right side of (2.84)) whenever L > O. 

Inside the cone about a trajectory, where IIQII~ > IIPII~ and L > 0, the differ

ential inequality (2.84) and the choice of N (2.85) imply that, as t ~ 00, 

(2.86) 

so that L( t) decrease exponentially asymptotically. On the surface of the cone 

(L = 0), atL < 0, therefore once the cone condition is satisfied it remains satisfied 

for all future times. Hence, on the universal attractor (t ~ 00), the cone property 

is valid as long as 

1 { 1 2 M2s (( 210- 1) VI + €2q2). kl} 
Nmax > N max r / 'k; q + -€- + (28 + 1) € - 2" . (2.87) 

Therefore the Fourier spanning dimension D is bounded above by 

D ~ 2 Nmax + 1, (2.88) 

where Nmax is given by (2.87). 

In the next chapters we will continue our study of the phase portrait of the CGL 

equation considering it like a perturbation of it dissipationless limit, the nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation. We will use the Hamiltonian structure of the NLS equation 

to determine classes of its solutions which persist under the CGL perturbation. We 

are particularly interested in the persistence of almost periodic solutions because 

their physical relevance and because when they persist, they belong to the finite 

dimensional attractor. 
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Chapter 3 The Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation 

3.1 Preliminaries 

In this chapter we study the dissipationless limit (€ = 0 of the general Ginzburg

Landau equation (2.12). The general nonlinear Schrodinger equation (GNLS) 

(3.1) 

where A(x, t) is a complex-valued function periodic in x E [0,1], and h is real 

analytic on [0,00). This equation can be recast as a Hamiltonian system 

(3.2) 

where the Hamiltonian 11. is given by 

(3.3) 

Defining the Poisson bracket of any two functionals F and Q to be 

. [1 (SF SQ SF SQ) 
{F, Q} = -z 10 SA SA" - SA" SA dx, (3.4) 

the evolution of any functional F under the GNLS flow (3.2) is governed by 

dF dt = {F,11.}. (3.5) 

Formally, the Hamiltonian 11. is conserved by the GNLS flow ({1l, 1l} = 0). Beside 

11., the GNLS flow also conserves the mass M and the momentum :r, which are 

given by 

(3.6) 

These conserved quantities will play an important role in the next chapter where 

we discuss the persistence of solutions of (3.1) when a small perturbation is added 

(like in equation (2.12». In particular, we show that the time average of the 
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derivative in time of the mass M and the momentum .J impose necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the persistence of the traveling waves studied in the next 

section. 

The special case of h( e) = ±e, the '~~'bic NUf eq~atio~', 'will be studied in the 

last section of this chapter. It can be proved [NMPZ84] that in this case there is 

an infinite family of conserved functionals in involution with respect to the Poisson 

bracket (3.4). 

The simplest class of nontrivial periodic solutions to (3.1) is comprised of ro

tating wave solutions, which are given by 

(3.7) 

where kn = 2rrn, a > 0, ¢ is real and 

(3.8) 

The linear stability analysis of these rotating waves is carried out with the same 

side-band analysis of Section 2.2. Consider a perturbation of the form 

(3.9) 

By substituting (3.9) into equation (3.1) and keeping only the linear terms, the 

evolution of p+(t) and p-(t) is seen to be governed by 

(3.10) 

where 

(3.11) 

The eigenvalues of the matrix in system (3.10) are given by 

(3.12) 
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Therefore it follows that for any function h(e) convex for e ~ 0, all the rotating 

waves are linearly neutrally stable. On the other hand, if h"( a2 ) < 0 then the 

number of linearly unstable modes around the rotating wave of amplitude a is 

[
a J h"(a

2
) 1 2:; 2 +1. (3.13) 

Here the square brackets give the largest integer less than number between them. 

3.2 The GNLS Traveling Wave Solutions 

In this section we study the periodic traveling wave solution of the GNLS 

equation (3.1). A traveling wave solution A(x, t) of (3.1) has the form 

A(x, t) = e-ictt B(x - ct), (3.14) 

where B is a complex-valued function of z = x - ct. Substituting the traveling 

wave profile (3.14) into the GNLS equation (3.1), it follows that B solves the profile 

equation 

(3.15) 

The question of existence of periodic traveling wave solutions to (3.1) reduces to the 

question of existence of periodic trajectories to equation (3.15) with period unity. 

Equation (3.15) is a second order complex-valued ordinary differential equation 

and therefore has four real constants of integration. Two of these constants of 

integration are trivial; they correspond to the translational invariance in z and in 

the phase. Together with the two parameters a and c this leaves four constants to 

be determined, two of which will be quantized by the periodicity condition. 

Writing B in amplitude-phase form B = QeiS where Q and S are real and 

Q ~ 0 the profile equation (3.15) becomes 

8zzQ - Q( 8zS? + 2i8zQ8z S + iQ8zz S 

-ic8z Q + cQ8z S + aQ - h'(Q2)Q o. (3.16) 
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Separating the real and imaginary parts, the above equation becomes the system 

ozzQ - Q(OzS? + cQozS + aQ - h'(Q2)Q - 0, (3.17) 

Oz(Q2(OzS-~)) - O. (3.18) 

Integrating (3.18) gives 

(3.19) 

where J.L is a constant of integration. This relation gives us ozS in terms of Q as 

(3.20) 

Upon substituting this expression into (3.17), the equation for Q reduces to 

where 

2 

ozzQ - ~3 +,Q - h'(Q2)Q = 0, 

c2 ,= -+a. 
4 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

This is a second order real-valued ordinary differential equation. One of the two 

constants of integration corresponds again to the translational invariance. Because 

the solution Q is the amplitude of A(x, t), it must satisfy the restriction Q 2:: O. 

Defining R = ozQ, equation (3.21) can be written like a Hamiltonian system 

in the form 

ozQ 
oH 

- oR' 

ozR 
oH 

- - oQ' 

with Hamiltonian 

where the potential V is given by 

2 

V(Q;J.L,,) = ~2 +,Q2 - h(Q2). 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 
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We will consider functions h such that the Hamiltonian system (3.23)-(3.26) has 

positive periodic solutions. The behavior of this system will be studied as a function 

of the constant of integration (3 = 2H. The potential V is an even function in Q. 

Therefore a periodic orbit is either of one sign or symmetric respect to the origin. 

This last case can only happen when Jl = 0 because V diverges as Q ~ 0 when 

Jl #- 0, see Figure 3.1. The only valid trajectory in Figure 3.1 corresponding to 

(3 = b1 is G1• In this case the phase S is linear in z (3.20), 

c 
S(z) = 2"z, c = 211"n, (3.27) 

and the value of c is set to satisfy the periodicity condition. 

When Jl #- 0 it provides a potential barrier for the system (3.23)-(3.26). In this 

case all the orbits are of a single sign and we are interested only in the positive 

ones, like the orbits with energy (3 = b2 or (3 = b4 in Figure 3.2. Notice that the 

values of (3 corresponding to a maximum of V like (3 = b3 in Figure 3.2 needs to 

be avoided even if they correspond to bounded orbits, because these trajectories 

are not periodic. 

For the general nonlinearity h, the NLS profile system cannot be solved explic

itly, but if there are periodic solutions like G2 or G3 , then we can change coordinates 

to action-angle variables. Let Q(1)((3, Jl,,) and Q(2)((3; Jl,,) be two consecutive ze

ros of (3 - V(Q) so that the expression (3 - V(Q) is positive between them (as 

marked for example, for (3 = b2 in Figure 3.2. Define I and 8, the action-angle 

variables in the following way: 

1 Q(2) 

I - - f /(3- V(Q)dQ, 
11" JQ(1) 

(3.28) 

e 211" fQ dQ 
- T((3,Jl,,) JQ(1) )(3 - V(Q) , 

(3.29) 
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v 
V (Q) 

Q 

R 

Q 

Figure 3.1, A typical potential V with Jl = 0 and three periodic orbits correspond
ing to the energy f3 = bl . The only valid solution (Q ~ 0) is CI . 
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v v(a) 

Q 

R 

a 

Figure 3.2, A typical potential V with J.l f; 0 and five bounded solutions corre
sponding to different energies b2, b3 , and b4 • Notice that in this case there is a 
potential barrier that keeps orbits away from the origin and that the orbits corre
sponding to b3 are nonperiodic. 



where T({3, j.t,,) is the fundamental period of the orbit given by 

[Q(2) dQ 
T({3,j.t,,) = 21Q(1) V{3 _ V(Q) . 

In the variables (/,0) the Hamiltonian systems (3.23)-(3.26) transforms to 

where n(I,j.t,,) = 27rIT({3(I),j.t,,). Therefore, 

I(z) - 1(0), 

e(z) - 0,(/, j.t, ,)z + e(O). 
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(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions of the NLS traveling wave, we need to 

choose, such that T = 11m. In this way the profile amplitude will have m periods 

in the interval [0,1]. 

Up to an arbitrary phase shift, the general profile phase over the real line is 

found to be 

r (c j.t), S(z) = 10 2" + Q2(Z') dz. (3.35) 

If the wave profile is to have period 1 then the phase function above must satisfy 

8(1) = 27rn for some integer n. This yields the following condition on the velocity 

c 
[1 dz 

c = 47rn - 2j.t 10 Q2(Z)' (3.36) 

Therefore, the family of traveling waves of the general NLS is parameterized by 

the positive integer m, the integer n, the reals j.t and J, the arbitrary z-translation, 

and the arbitrary phase shift. 
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3.2.1 Focusing Cubic NLS Traveling Waves 

In order to do numerical calculations in the next chapters, we need to use a 

concrete example of a nonlinearity h(e). A widely used form of the nonlinearity in 

applications is h( e) = -e, which leads to the so called focusing cubic Schrodinger 

equation, 

. (3.37) 

In this case we will solve explicitly the profile system in terms of elliptic functions. 

The Hamiltonian for the profile equations is 

(3.38) 

Up to an arbitrary z-translation, the general solution for this Hamiltonian 

system over the real line is found to be 

(3.39) 

where). > 0 is an amplitude parameter, dn(z, 11,) is the Jacobi dnoidal function 

with modulus 11" and 6 is constrained to satisfy 

(3.40) 

The function Q2(Z) has a maximum value of ).262 and a minimum value of ).2(62 _ 

11,2), which is nonnegative. This solution will have exactly m periods in the interval 

[0,1] whenever 

(3.41) 
, 

where m is an positive integer and 1«11,) is the complete elliptic integral of the 

first kind 

(3.42) 
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Up to an arbitrary phase shift, the general profile phase over the real line is 

found to be 

(3.43) 

where f-t can be either root of (3.50). If the wave profile is to have period 1 then 

the phase function above must satisfy 8(1) = 27m for some integer n. This yields 

the condition 

(3.44) 

Given the profile amplitude (4.42), the integral above may be evaluated as 

(3.45) 

where 

11 dx 
IT(Ii:, b) = , 

o (1 + bx2)V(1 - x2)(1 - 1i:2X 2) 
(3.46) 

is the complete elliptic integral of the third kind. Using the periodicity condition 

(3.44), the wave velocity c can be expressed as 

(3.47) 

Hence, like in the general case, the family of NLS traveling wave profiles is 

parameterized by the positive integer m, the integer n, the sign ±, the reals 6 and 

Ii: constrained by (3.55), the arbitrary z-translation, and the arbitrary phase shift. 

Finally, the parameters )., Ii: , and 6 in (4.42) are related to those in (3.23) -

(3.26) by 

1 - ).2 [-362+(1+1i:2)] , (3.48) 

f3 - ).4 [62(62 
- 1) + (62 - 1)(62 

- 1i:2) + 62(62 
- 1i:2)] , (3.49) 

f-t2 _ ).662(1 - 62)(62 - 1i:2) . (3.50) 
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This transformation is the composition of the following two transformations 

, -(U1 + U2 + U3 ), 

(3 - U1U2 + U2U3 + U1U3 , 

f.L2 -U1 U2U3 , . 

their Jacobians are respectively 

8((, (3, f.L2) 

8(UI, U2 , U3 ) 

8(U1 , U2 , U3 ) 

8(A,8,K) 

U1 _ )..282 , 

U2 _ )..2(82 _K2), (3.51) 
U3 )..2(82 _1)" 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

Therefore the Jacobian of transformation (3.50) from ((, (3, f.L2) to (A, 8, K) is given 

by 

J = 8((, (3, f.L2) = 8A118K3(1 _ K2) , 
8()..,8,K) 

therefore the transformation is nonsingular in the triangle 

A> o. 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

REMARK. When the modulus K in the amplitude (4.42) goes to zero, the 

corresponding solution to the focusing cubic NLS (4.41) continuously deforms to 

a rotating wave like the ones in the last section, 

(3.56) 

According to the li~ear stability analysis (3.12), this rotating wave has m - 1 un

stable directions. We will show in the next section that these unstable directions 

correspond to homo clinic trajectories emerging from the rotating wave. 

REMARK. Another important limiting case of (4.42) is when 8 -t 1 while 

holding all the other parameters fixed. In this case f.L = 0 and therefore the phase 

S is linear in z 
c 

S(z) = 2"z, c = 47rn. (3.57) 
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This makes the corresponding solution to the cubic focusing NLS (4.41) a rotating 

wave modulated by a dnoidal function traveling with velocity c 

A(x, t) = ,,\ dn(,,\(x - ct), ,,;)ei(27rnx-wt) , (3.58) 

where 

,,\ = 2mJ([,,;]. (3.59) 

In the next chapter we will show that a unique solution of this kind with c = 0 

persists under the CGL perturbation. 

3.3 The Cubic Schrodinger Equation 

The case of the cubic Schrodinger equation 

(3.60) 

corresponding to the choice h(e) = (Je where (J = ±1 deserves a deeper study. 

This is the case that most frequently appears in the study of wave propagation 

in weakly nonlinear media. For this specific nonlinearity, we can apply ideas from 

inverse scattering transform to find an infinite family of conserved quantities and 

use this extra structure to write down a family of quasiperiodic solutions to the 

cubic NLS. 

3.3.1 Integrability 

The cubic NLS (3.60) is the compatibility condition for the two Zakharov

Shabat linear systems of differential equations [ZS72]: 

o ( 'l/Jl ) _ ( i(AB - 2,,\2) iOxA + 2,,\A ) ( 'l/Jl ) 
t 'l/J2 - iOxB - 2>"B i(2)..2 - AB) 'l/J2' 

B=(JA*. 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 
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That is, 8tf)x;ft = 8x8t;ft if and only if A satisfies the cubic NLS equation (3.60). 

The periodic theory for the cubic NLS equation (3.60) was developed by Ablowitz 

and Ma [AM81], Previato [Pre85], and Forest and Lee [FL86] as an extension of 

the periodic theory for the Korteweg-de Vries equation created by Lax [Lax68], 

Novikov [Nov74], McKean, and VanMoerbeke [MV75]. We will follow closely 

the work of Forest and Lee [FL86]. Consider the fundamental matrix solution 

of (3.61), M(X,Xo,AjA) normalized to be the identity at x = Xo. The transfer ma

trix M(xo + 1, Xo, Aj A) maps solutions of (3.61) across one period of the potential 

A. The fundamental object of the periodic spectral theory of (3.61) is the Floquet 

discriminant ~(Aj A), defined as the trace of the transfer matrix, 

~(AjA) = TrM(xo + 1,xo,AjA). (3.64) 

Translating any solution ;ft of (3.61) n times the period it becomes 

(3.65) 

therefore ;ft is bounded if the eigenvalues p± of M(xo + 1, Xo, Aj A) have modulus 

less or equal to one, where 

± ~±V~2-4 
p = 2 . (3.66) 

Hence, the spectrum (J of the Zakharov-Shabat operator (3.61) over the whole line, 

is given by 

(J = {A E C ~(Aj A) E R, -2 < ~(Aj A) < 2}. (3.67) 

The roots Aj of ~(Aj A) ±2 corresponding to the periodic and antiperiodic 

eigenvalues. 

If the function A solves the cubic NLS equation (3.60), then a direct calculation 

shows 

8tM= VM-MV, (3.68) 
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where V is the matrix in the linear system (3.62). Therefore 

at~(Aj A) = o. (3.69) 

Thus, in particular, the periodic spectrum of (3.61) is invariant for solutions A(x, t) 

the cubic NLS equation. The isospectral classes NA of all potentials of (3.61) with 

the same periodic spectrum as A, arise as the level sets of ~. 

NA = {B E F : ~(AjA) = ~(AjB)for every A E C}. (3.70) 

The following are properties of spectrum of the Zakharov-Shabat operator 

(3.61) on L~oc(R, C2
) for the focusing (0" = 1) cubic NLS. 

• If ~(Aj A) = ±2 then ~(A*j A) = ±2, i.e. the periodic and antiperiodic 
. . 

eigenvalues are either real or occur in complex conjugate pairs. 

• -2:::; ~(Aj A) :::; 2 for all A E R. The entire real axis is continuous spectrum. 

• The simple periodic spectrum, 

(3.71) 

occurs only in complex conjugate pairs off the real axis. 

• Given ;$(1) = (~~1), ~~l»)T and ;f(2) = (~~2), ~~2»)T two independent solutions 

of (3.61)-(3.62), define the quadratic eigenfunctions 

f(x, tj A) = ~(~~2)~~1) + ~~2)~P»), (3.72) 

g(x t· A) - .1.(1).1.(2) 
" - '1'1 '1'1 , h(x, tj A) = ~~1)~~2) • (3.73) 

Then R2(A) = j2 - gh is independent of x and t. Moreover, these quadratic 

eigenfunctions provide the fundamental conservation law for the focusing 

cubic NLS 

ad - Ox(4A! + i(Ah + A*g)) = o. (3.74) 
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• Normalize (3.74) by R(,x), then f, g, and h can be expanded in powers of 

,x-I 

00 

f - 1 - 2 L h(x, t),x -j-l , (3.75) 
1 

00 

9 - L9j(x, t),x-j , (3.76) 
1 

00 

h - L"hj(x,t),x-j. (3.77) 
1 

Then (3.74) is an infinite series in ,x-I, with conservation laws as coefficients: 

00 

L ,x-j-l (8t/j - 8x (4fi+l + i(Ahj + A*gj))) , (3.78) 
1 

for example the first two densities are 

(3.79) 

• The C),uadratic eigenfunctions 9 and h satisfy the linearized NLS equation 

8tg - i8xxg + i(41A12g - 2A2h) , 

8th - -i8xxh - i(41A12h - 2A*2g). 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

• An N-phase solution A(x, t) is a solution of the form A(x, t) = A(Ol, ... , ON) 

of period one in each phase OJ = kjx - Wjt. If A is a N-phase solution, then 

as(A) has exactly 2N elements. 

• Decompose a = as U ad, where ,xd E ad are called double points, defined by 

D..(,xd) = ±2, D..'(,xd) = 0, (Technically, more derivatives can be zero at ,xd). 

Then, there are at most finitely many double points off the real axis. 

• For generic A, ad = 0. I.e., in any open neighborhood of an N-phase solution 

A, all the eigenvalues are simple. 
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3.3.2 Quasiperiodic Solutions 

Whereas the trace of the transfer matrix yields constants of the motion, in 

the case of quasiperiodic solutions the zeroes of the M12 entry provides the "angle 

variables" , 

(3.82) 

The cubic NLS inversion formula for N-phase solutions is: 

(3.83) 

(3.84) 

where the Jl'S evolve in x and t governed by the ODE's 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 

and RN(Jl) is the hyperelliptic irrationality determined by 

2N 

R-:V(Jl) = II (Jl- Ak). (3.87) 
k=l 

As shown by the Jl representation, the entire x, t dependence (except for a plane -

wave factor) of an N-phase solution is captured by the Jl ODE's (3.85)-(3.86). It 

is a remarkable fact that these ODE's linearize via the classical Abel-Jacobi map 

associated to the Riemann surface n of genus 9 = N - 1. 

n = {(A, R(A)) I R'(A) = ji (A - Aj) } . (3.88) 
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Figure 3.3, An example (genus 2) of branch cuts satisfying the focusing cubic NLS 
restrictions and the corresponding a and b cycles. 

In fact, the explicit angle variables ej in the N-phase description 

eo - ",ox -wot 3 - 3 3 , (3.89) 

are the images of J-Lj under the Abel-Jacobi map. To be more explicit we require 

some ingredients from the Riemann surface R. 

We choose a canonical basis of closed cycles on R {aj,bj},j = 1, ... ,g (see 

Figure 3.3). All closed paths on R are linear combinations of aj, bj • Next we 

choose a normalized basis of holomorphic differentials: 

<Pj = t Gjk >;(~k) d>" , 
k=l 

j = 1, ... ,g, (3.90) 

where the normalization constants Gjk are uniquely specified by the conditions 

(3.91 ) 

The period matrix B of R is then defined by 

i,j = 1, ... ,g, (3.92) 

the matrix B so defined is symmetric and its imaginary part is negative definite. 

The cubic NLS constraints on {>"jpN (distinctand occurring in complex conjugate 



pairs), yield the following constraints on the C and B matrices 

0, 

Re(Bij) 
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(3.93) 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 

With these ingredients the Abel-Jacobi map (Pll"" pg) 1-+ (111 ... , 19) is defined by 

j = 1, ... ,g, (3.96) 

where (J.l~, ... , p~) represents a fixed g-tuple of points on n. Geometrically, this 

map is depicted by 

q, : j1 E (nx, ... , xn) --+ r E cg / A, (3.97) 

(3.98) 

where ej are g-vectors with one in the ph coordinate and zero elsewhere. 

It follows by a straightforward computation that the p-ODE's (3.85)-(3.86) are 

transformed under the Abel-Jacobi transformation into 

8x lj (j1) - -2iCjI , 

a,I;(i1) - -2i ((~A.)C;d2C;2) 
Thus, the Ij(j1) are indeed phases (linear sums in x and t). 

Ij(x, t) = -2i (CjlX + (( ~ A. )Cj1 + 2Cj2 )t) + Ij(O, 0). 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

The constraints (3.93)-(3.95) for the focusing cubic NLS translate into the follow-

ing constraints in the phases Ij 

(3.102) 
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Next we want to give the precise form of the phases OJ = K.jX +Wjt with explicit 

formulas for the wave numbers K.j and frequencies Wj, and allowable values of the 

integration constants Ij(O, 0). These facts require a delicate analysis of the Abel

Jacobi map. For our purposes we simple state that to write an explicit formula for 

the cubic NLS solution A(x, t), (3.84)-(3.84) says one needs explicit formulae for 

Lf-1 J-Lj and Lj>k J-LjJ-Lk. The classical solution of this problem is given by ratios 

of Riemann theta functions (see [Mum84]). We will skip these details and give the 

relevant phase information: 

Ij(x, t) 

OJ(x, t) 

K.j - -27riCjl, 

Wj -411"i ( (&. A') Gjl + 2Gj2 ) 

(3.103) 

(3.104) 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

Finally, Ij(O,O) must satisfy technical constraints (see [Pre85]), which we omit, 

but which are fundamental to produce the explicit quasiperiodic theta function 

solution of cubic NLS. 

3.3.3 Homoclinic Orbits 

By applying the linear stability analysis condition (3.12), we find that the 

rotating wave 

(3.107) 

where kn = 27rn, a > 0, <p is real and Wn = k; - 2a2
, is linearly unstable in the 

directions e±ikmx for km such that 

(3.108) 

In these unstable directions there are homoclinic trajectories bifurcating from the 

rotating wave [AH90], where the amplitude a is taken like the bifurcation param

eter. The first homoclinic trajectory for the plane wave (kn = 0) was computed 
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explicitly using a Backlund transformation in [M092j, and independently, using 

Hirota's method in [AH90]. This homoclinic trajectory takes the form 

1 + 2 cos( kx )e2i<!>o+Ot+'Y + A12e4i<!>o+20t+2'Y 
A(x, t) = aei2a2t 

1 + 2cos(kx)eOt+'Y + A12e20t+2'Y 
(3.109) 

where sin(</Jo) = k/2a, A12 = 1/cos2 (</Jo), n = ±kv'4a2 -k2 , and where 'Y is 

arbitrary. 

In the next chapter we will show that none of these homoclinic trajectories 

persist when a Ginzburg-Landau type perturbation is added to equation (3.60). 

For this analysis we will not use the explicit form of the homoclinics. 
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Chapter 4 Selection Criteria 

4.1 Averaging Criteria 

Consider the GCGL equation written in the form 

where the functionals ?-l and g are given by 

?-l - 11 (18x A12 + h(IAI2)) dx, 

g _ 11 (18x A12 + g(IAI2)) dx, 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

where h and 9 are real analytic functions on [0,00) with polynomial growth and 

there is a C such that Ih(e)1 :::; Cg(e) as e ~ 00. The functional ?-l is the Hamil

tonian for the NLS equation. 

In this chapter we study the following question: For which solutions of the NLS 

equation Ao(x, t), are there solutions of the CGL equa.tion A((x, t) such that when 

€ approaches zero, A((x, t) approaches A(x, t) smoothly? When this happens, 

we say that the solution Ao(x, t) of the NLS equation persists under the CGL 

perturbation. 

In this section we use an averaging method to deduce necessary conditions for 

a given NLS almost periodic solution to persist under the CGL perturbation. We 

use this method in the two simplest cases, that of the rotating wave solutions and 

the case in which g is a conserved functional of the NLS flow. In these two cases 

the necessary conditions are also sufficient. In the next section we apply these cri

teria to the traveling waves. Finally in the last section we prove using this method 

that none of the cubic NLS homoclinics which bifurcate from the rotating waves 

persist under the cubic CGL perturbation. 
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We will start by stating precisely when a solution of the NLS equation (3.1) 

persists under the CGL perturbation. 

DEFINITION 4.1. We will say that an almost periodic solution Ao(x, t) of the 

NLS equation (3.1) persists under the CGL perturbation. If there is a family of 

solutions At:(x, t) of the CGL equation (6.7) such that when € approaches zero, 

At:(x, t) approaches A(x, t) in the Coo topology in x, uniformally in t. 

We will show that the time average of a particular class of functionals must 

vanIsh on an almost periodic NLS orbit if that orbit persists under the CGL per

turbation. This criterion is derived as follows. Consider a functional F conserved 

by the NLS flow. These are real valued functionals of the form 

F[A] = fal f(A,A*,8xA,8x A*, ... ,8!A,8!A*)dx, (4.4) 

where f is a continuous function of its arguments. In the special case of the cubic 

Schrodinger equation f is a polynomial. The time evolution of this functional 

under the CGL flow is given by 

dF 
dt 

(4.5) 

which does not involve 1£ because F is conserved under the NLS flow. Taking the 

time average of (4.5) over the interval [0, T] gives 

F(At:(T)) - F(At:(O)) = _.:. rT r ( 8F 8g 8F !2....) (A ) d d 
T T Jo Jo 8A* 8A + 8A 8A* t: x t. ( 4.6) 

The functional F( At:(T)) being almost periodic, is bounded. The left side of (4.6) 
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must vanish as T ~ 00, whereby it follows that 

. 1 [T [1 ( S:F S9 S:F S9 ) 
}:.~ T Jo Jo SA'" SA + SA SA'" (A~) dxdt = o. (4.7) 

We assume the existence of a family of almost periodic solutions of the CGL 

equation A~ = A~(x, t) that continuously deforms in the Coo topology in x to a 

solution Ao of the NLS equation. In other words, for every k 

uniformly in t . (4.8) 

If we denote the integrand in (4.7) by S~(x, t) then (4.8) implies 

limS~(x, t) = So(x, t) uniformly in x and t, 
~-+o 

(4.9) 

which implies 

lim Tl [T r S~(x, t) dxdt = Tl [T [1 So(x, t) dxdt uniformly in T > O. (4.10) 
~-+o ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Hence 

We summarize all the above into the following proposition. 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

( 4.13) 

( 4.14) 

PROPOSITION 4.1. A necessary condition for the persistence of an almost 

periodic NLS solution Ao (see definition (4.1)) is the following. For every conserved 

functional :F of the NLS flow, the time average of :F at Ao evolving under the 

perturbed flow must be zero 

. 1 [T [1 (S:F S9 S:F sg ) 
J:F-(Ao) =}~ T Jo Jo SA'" SA + SA SA'" (Ao) dx dt = o. ( 4.15) 
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We will show that this criteria is also sufficient for rotating waves and when 

the perturbation is a linear combination of the mass. momentum, and energy. 

4.1.1 Persistence of Rotating Waves 

Rotating wave solutions of the NLS equation are parametrized by a positive 

amplitude a and an integer n, and have the form 

Ao(x, t) = a exp(i(27rnx - wt + ¢»), 

where w = 47r2n 2 + h'( a2
). First choose :F to be the mass functional 

[1 2 
M = J

o 
IAI dx. 

Hence, the selection criterion (4.15) becomes 

Evaluating the right side of this equation using (4.16) gives 

This necessary condition is also sufficient, because when g'(a2) -

rotating wave is an exact solution of the GCGL. 

4.1.2 Lyapunov Case 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

( 4.18) 

(4.19) 

Consider the case in which 9 is a NLS conserved functional. In this case, the 

time average of 9 according to (4.5) is given by 

d9 = -2€ [1 S9 2 dx. 
dt Jo SA'" 

(4.20) 

Hence, 9 is decreasing at the solutions of the GCGL equation, and therefore it can 

be used formally like a Lyapunov functional. From (4.20) one gets 

S9 
SA'" = 0, (4.21 ) 
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therefore the only solutions that can be selected are the critical points of g. 

In general, there are only three integrals of motion for the NLS equation, the 

mass 

the momentum 
. 1 

J = ~ 10 (A8x A* - A*8x A) dx, 

and the Hamiltonian itself 

When 9 is a linear combination of these integrals of motion 

9 = 1i - CJ - rM, 

the CGL equation becomes 

making the following transformation 

A(x, t) = e-irt A(x - ct, t), 

A satisfies the following equation in z = x - ct 

At = (€ + i) (rA - ic8z A + 8zzA - h'(IAI2)A) , 

this equation can be written as (suppressing the tilde) 

8tA = -(€ + i) :i* . 

In this case, the selection criteria (4.21) is 

:i* = -8zz A + ic8zA - rA + h'(IAI2)A = O. 

( 4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.27) 

( 4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Because equation (4.29), these functions are also solutions of the CGL equation, 

therefore this condition is sufficient. In the case in which h'(e) is linear, i.e. the 

cubic NLS, these critical points are the elliptic solutions (4.42)-(4.44). 
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4.2 Criteria for Traveling Waves 

In the last chapter we found periodic traveling wave solutions of the NLS equa

tion. We want to use the method of the last section to derive necessary conditions 

for the persistence of these solutions under the CGL perturbations. These condi

tions were given by the following limit: 

(4.31 ) 

where :F is any conserved quantity of NLS and the functionals are evaluated at 

the orbit that we are testing for persistence. Note that in the case of the traveling 

waves, the integrand is a periodic function of z = x - Cot. Therefore using the fact 

that if J is an integrable function of period one then 

1 fT fl ft 
T Jo Jo J(x - Cot) dx dt = Jo J(z) dz. (4.32) 

We find that the selection criteria for these NLS solution to persist is 

fl (8:F 89 8:F 89 ) 
Jo 8A* 8A + 8A 8A* (Ao) dz = 0, (4.33) 

for all conserved functionals :F of the NLS equation. 

In general the only conserved quantities for the NLS equation are the mass, 

the momentum, and the Hamiltonian (4.22)-(4.24). On the traveling waves the 

gradients of these three conserved quantities are linearly dependent, 

(4.34) 

therefore is enough to impose the conditions only with respect to M and :1. 

Because the solution is given in amplitude-phase representation, B = Qe iS (the' 

eiCtot cancels when we multiply by the c.c.), we change variables in the selection 

criteria (4.15) from A and A* to Q and S, 

fI (8:F 89 1 8F 89) 
Jo 8Q 8Q + Q2 8S 8S dz = 0, (4.35) 
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where 

(4.36) 

The first and second conditions using the mass (4.22) and the momentum (4.23), 

:F - M = 10
1 

Q2 dz , 

:F - .1 = 10
1 

Q28z S dz, 

are respectively 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

JM = 10
1 
(8z Q)2 + Q2(8z S? + gl(Q2)Q2) dz = 0, (4.39) 

J:T = 10
1 

( Q2(8z S)3 - 2Q(8zzQ)8zS + (8zQ?8zS - gl(Q2)Q28zS) dz = o. (4.40) 

Remember, in the last chapter we found a family of traveling wave solutions of 

the NLS equation parametrized by two real I and /-l and two integers m and n. 

Therefore conditions (4.39)-(4.40) are hold only for a discrete set of traveling waves 

with 1= Im,n and /-lm,n. 

4.2.1 Criteria for Cubic NLS Traveling Waves 

For the case of the focusing cubic Schrodinger equation 

(4.41 ) 

the exact form A(x, t) = Q(x, t)eS(x,t) of its traveling waves in terms of elliptic 

functions were found in the last chapter: 

(4.42) 

where A > a is an amplitude parameter, dn(z,~) is the Jacobi dnoidal function 

with modulus ~, and 8 is constrained to satisfy 

A = 2mI«~). ( 4.43) 
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Up to an arbitrary phase shift the phase S is given by 

( 4.44) 

Consider the cubic CGL perturbation given by 

(4.45) 

i.e. the cubic CGL 

( 4.46) 

In this case, the two conditions (4.39)-(4.40) for the persistence of the focusing 

cubic NLS traveling waves become respectively 

( 4.47) 

and 

Substituting in this two conditions the value of 8zS in terms of the amplitude Q 

(4.44), 

(4.49) 

and simplifying they become 

10
1 

(CJl+ (~ +a-r)Q2+2(1+Q)Q4)dZ=0, (4.50) 

1.' ((~ + a - + ~ c~: + 2(1 + q)I'Q' + CQ~) dz = O. (4.51) 

Therefore we have the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION 4.2. A necessary condition for the persistence (definition (4.1)) 

of the traveling wave solutions (4.42)-(4.44) under the CGL perturbation (4.45) is 
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that the two parameters I\, and S must satisfy equations (4.50)-(4.51). 

In the next chapter (where we prove the sufficiency of these conditions) we will 

solve numerically (4.50)-(4.51) for I\, and S in terms of the discrete parameters m 

and n. 

In the special case when the phase is linear S = 1 (Subsection 3.2.1), 

A(x, t) = ,x dn(,x(x - ct), l\,)ei(271"71X-wt) , 

where 

c = 27l'n, 

then J.L = 0 hence the second condition (4.51) becomes 
I 

c 11 Q2 dz = 0, 

where 

Q(z) = ,x dn(,xz, 1\,). 

(4.52) 

( 4.53) 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

So if I\, is not zero, necessarily c=O. In this case the first condition (4.50) can be 

written in the following way 

10
1 

_rQ2 + 8z Q2 + 2qQ4 dz = 0, (4.56) 

or substituting Q = ,x dn(,xz, 1\,) 

10
1 

-r,x2 dn2(,xz, 1\,) + °,x41\,4 sn2(,xz, 1\,) cn2(,xz, 1\,) + 2q,x4 dn4(,xz, 1\,) dz = O. (4.57) 

Changing variables in the last equation to x = ,xz and dividing by ,x, it becomes 

1(1\,) = 10>' -rdn2(x, 1\,) + ,x21\,4 sn2(x, 1\,) cn2(x, 1\,) + 2q,x4 dn4(x, 1\,) dx = O. (4.58) 

If I\, = 0 then ,x = m7l' and dn(x, O) = O. In this case 

(4.59) 
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whenever r > 2qm2
7r

2
• 

If K, ~ 1 then A ~ 00 and dn(x, 1) ~ sech(x), so dividing (4.58) by A2 and 

passing to the limit 

(4.60) 

Therefore there is at least one K, = K,o such that I(K,o) = o. 

We will prove now that I( K,) is a monotonically increasing function of K" thereby 

establishing that its root is unique. 

Calling s = sn(x, K,), c = cn(x, K,) and d = dn(x, K,)j for all integer m > 4 

8x (dm - 3 sc) _ -K,2(m - 3)dm - 4
S
2

C
2 + dm - 2(c2 - s2) (4.61) 

1 
_ -K,2(m - 3)dm - 4 S2C2 + -(2dm + 2(K,2 - 2)~-1) (4.62) 

K,2 

:2 ((m -l)dm + 2(K,2 - 2)dm
-

2 + (1 - K,2)dm
-

4
). (4.63) 

U sing these relations we can prove: 

and 

3 10>' dn4(x, K,) dx = 2(2 - K,2) 10>' dn2(x, K,) dx - (1 - K,2)A. (4.65) 

Therefore I(K,) can be written in the form 

By using the fact that A = 2m ]((K,) and writing JoK dn2(x, K,) dx = E(K,) equation 

(4.66) becomes 

~~~ = (4:2 + 4q
: 1 (K,2 _ 2)](2) (_ E) + ~(q + 1)(K,2 _ 1)](3. (4.67) 
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Both K(K,) and - E(K,) are increasing functions of K, because: 

K'(K,) = K,X X > 0, 10
1 2d 

o (1 - K,2X2h!(1- x2)(1 - K,2x2) 
(4.68) 

and 
r /1 -K,2X

2 

- E'(K,) = Jo 1 _ X2 dx > 0, (4.69) 

therefore I(K,) is an increasing function of K,. 

To apply this criteria, we choose values of rand q (the parameters in the CGL 

perturbation) such that r > 2q7r2
, in this case we we choose r = 24 and q = 1: 

and solve numerically for K, in equation (4.58). For m = 1 we find K, = 0.7960. 

Therefore, the selected standing wave (c = 0) is 

K, = 0.7960, A = 2 K(K,) = 3.9916. 

(4.70) 

Figure 4.1 graphs the amplitude of the dnoidal solution (4.70), as well as numer

ical simulations (made by Benjamin P. Luce [CPLL95]) of the dnoidal like CGL 

solutions for f between 0 and 0.25, at r = 24, q = 1. The amplitudes of the dnoidal 

like solutions clearly approach the predicted dnoidal cNLS solution as f ~ O. The 

CGL like solutions were found by numerically finding the corresponding roots of 

an 8 complex mode Galerkin truncation, and then reconstructing the solution. 
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Figure 4.1, The dnoidallike CGL solutions (dashed line),for € between 0 and 0.25 
at r = 24 and q = 1. Notice that they approach the dnoidal NLS solution (solid 
line) as € ~ O. 
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4.3 Criteria for NLS Homoclinics 

In this section we will derive an analogous criteria for the persistence of ho

moclinic trajectories of the NLS equation under a CGL perturbation. For this 

purpose we will modify the argument of the first section. 

Notice that the NLS homo clinic (3.109) leaves the rotating wave ae2ia2t as 

t ~ -00 and return at ae2ia2te4it/>o as t ~ 00. Therefore we will call this solution 

a homoclinic trajectory to the circle of rotating waves aei(2a
2
t+t/». 

Let Ao(x, t) be a solution of the NLS equation homoclinic to a circle of rotating 

waves A(n)(x, t) = aei (21rnx-wtH). If Ao(x, t) persists under the CGL perturbation, 

then necessarily A(n)(x, t) also persists. Assume that Ae(x, t) is a family of homo

clinic orbits for the CGL equation that continuously deform in the Coo in x to the 

NLS homoclinic orbit Ao(x, t) as € goes to zero. The time evolution of any NLS 

conserved functional F evaluated at Ae(x, t) is given by (see (4.5)) 

dF r (SF S9 SF S9 ) 
dt = € 10 SA* SA + SA SA* (Ae) dx (4.71) 

Because the value of any functional at the beginning and end of a homoclinic orbit 

are equal, integration of the time evolution of F gives 

O = F( +00) - F( -00) = j+oo fl (SF S9 SF!!L) (A ) d d 
€ -00 10 SA* SA + SA SA* ext. (4.72) 

Call Se(x, t) the integrand in the above integral (4.72). As in the first section, 

Se(x, t) ~ So(x, t) uniformly in x and t. Define 

Ee(t) = 11 Se(X, t) dx. (4.73) 

Assume also Ee(t) ~ Eo(t) in LI( Re) in t. This implies 

lim jT Ee dt = jT Eo dt uniformly in T . 
e-+O -T -T 

(4.74) 

Because 

jT Ee dt _jT Eo dt I :s; JOO I Eo - Ee I dt ~ Oas € ~ 0 . 
-T -T -00 

(4.75) 
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Therefore, it is possible to interchange limits and integration in the following way 

lim jT Eodt 
T-+oo -T 

(4.76) 

lim lim jT E, dt 
T-+oo ,-+0 -T 

(4.77) 

lim lim jT E, dt 
,-+0 T-+oo -T 

(4.78) 

O. (4.79) 

This gives the following necessary condition for the persistence of a given NLS 

homoclinic Ao under a CGL perturbation 

JOO rl (SF S9 SF S9 ) 
J.r-(Ao) = -00 Jo SA* SA + SA SA* (Ao) dxdt = o. (4.80) 

4.3.1 Nonpersistence of NLS Homoclinics 

We will use the criteria derived above (4.80) to prove that if there is a homoclinic 

trajectory bifurcating from a rotating wave of the NLS equation with a power 

nonlinearity (h(e) = -~e8) (this indeed is the case for s = 2, the so called cubic 

focusing NLS) 

(4.81 ) 

then this homoclinic is destroyed by any nonlinearity given by g(e) = ~ep - reo 

To prove that the homoclinic orbits do not persist it is enough to show that 

the necessary condition does not hold for a specific functional F. For simplicity 

we choose the mass functional 

(4.82) 

Hence, the selection criterion (4.80) becomes 

(4.83) 

where Ao is as above a NLS homoclinic orbit. A prerequisite for this integral 

to vanish is that the rotating wave from which the homoclinic orbit Ao bifurcate 
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satisfy the selection criterion, otherwise the integrand would be nonzero as t ~ 

±oo, and the integral would diverge. Therefore, according to (4.19) 

g'(laI2) = fJ..a28 _ ra2 = -47l'2n2 . 
p 

(4.84) 

Observe that we can write the selection condition (4.80) in terms of the Hamilto

nian 'H, of the mass M, the L2
p and the L28 norm of Ao in the following way 

J(Ao) = i: ('H - rM + q 10
1 

IAol2p dx + ~ lol IAol28 dX) dt, (4.85) 

the mass and the Hamiltonian are conserved quantities, therefore, they can be 

evaluated at the end point of the homoclinic, i.e. at the rotating wave. In this way 

J(Ao) becomes 

JM(Ao) = 1+00 (47l'2n2a2_~a28_rM+q fl IAol2p dx+~ fl1 Aol28 dX) dt. (4.86) 
-00 s Jo s Jo 

The Holder's inequality gives 

10
1 

IAol28 dx ~ (10
1 

IAol2 dX) 8 , (4.87) 

where the equality is hold only if IAol is constant in x. Using this last inequality 

(for both integrals) and the fact that at the homoclinic orbit IAol is not constant 

in x the following inequality is obtained 

JM(Ao) f+oo (47l'2n2a2 _ ~a28 _ rM + q fl IAol2p dx + ~ fl1 Aol28 dX) dt 
J-oo s Jo s Jo 

> 1+00 

(47l'2n2a2 - ~a28 - rM - ~a28 + qMP + ~M8) dt 
-00 s s s 

- o. (4.88) 

Therefore no homo clinic trajectory of the NLS equation (4.81) starting at a rotating 

wave can persist under the CGL perturbation with the form g(e) = ~ep - reo 
p 

In particular, for the cubic focusing NLS equation, the homoclinic trajectories 

described in Chapter 3 are all destroyed. 
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Chapter 5 Persistence of Traveling Waves 

5.1 GCGL Traveling Waves 

In this chapter we study the periodic traveling wave solutions of the GCGL 

equation 
.8?-l 89 

8tA = -z 8A* - € 8A* ' 

where the functionals Hand G are given by 

?-l - 10
1 

(18$AI2 + h(IAI2)) dx, 

9 - 10
1 

(18xA12 + g(IAI2)) dx, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

and hand 9 are real-valued analytic functions on [0,00) with polynomial growth 

such that Ih(e)1 ~ Cg(e) when lei ~ 00, and € thereby measures the ratio of linear 

dissipation to linear dispersion (see (1. 7)). Taking the functional derivatives of the 

equation above, the GCGL equation can be written down in the form 

(5.4) 

where A(x, t) is again a complex valued function and we consider periodic bound

ary conditions in the interval [0,1]. Necessary and sufficient conditions will be 

derived for the persistence of the NLS traveling waves (€ = 0) under the perturba

tion generated by G. These conditions will be derived for arbitrary nonlinearities 

hand g, but as before, the example of the cubic hand 9 will be considered in more 

detail and studied numerically. 

Traveling wave solutions of (5.4) have the form, 

A(x, t) = e-iat B(x - ct) , (5.5) 
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where B is a complex-valued function of z = x - ct that satisfies the so-called 

profile equation 

The question of the existence of traveling waves for the GCGL reduces to the 

question of the existence of periodic orbits with period unity of this equation. In 

the next sections we study this system using an extension of the Melnikov method. 

In particular we show that the necessary conditions for the persistence found in the 

last chapter are equivalent to the classical Melnikov conditions for the persistence of 

a periodic orbit in the profile system [Wig88]. In the last section we will prove that 

the Melnikov condition is sufficient provided a transversality condition is satisfied. 

The question about the sufficiency of these conditions is address in the last 

section. 

5.2 Profile Equations 

Upon expressing B in amplitude-phase representation B = QeiS and moving 

all the terms involving € to the right side, the profile equation (5.6) becomes 

(5.7) 

Introducing the new variable P = Q2( 8z S - c/2), we change from an amplitude 

and phase representation to an amplitude and momentum representation. The 

momentum is written in a frame of reference traveling with speed ~. The profile 

equation written in these variables is a dissipationless system. Separating real and 

imaginary parts, equation (5.7) becomes the system 
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(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Notice that when f = 0 this system reduces to the NLS traveling wave profile 

system (3.21). 

We will write these equations as a perturbation of the Hamiltonian system 

(3.23)-(3.26) found in Chapter 3 for the NLS traveling waves. To do this we 

introduce the variable R = 8zQ. The profile system becomes 

___ f _ (cp + (C2 + a _ h'(Q2) + g'(Q2))Q2) _ _ f2_cQR, 
1 + f2 2 1 + f2 

8H 
8R' 

(5.10) 

-----cR+-- c-+ -+a-h Q +9 Q Q 8H f f2 (p (C2 '( 2) '( 2)) 2) 
8Q 1 + f2 1 + f2 Q 2 

where H is giv~n by 

(5.11) 

the potential V is given by 

(5.12) 

and 

(5.13) 

Notice that the perturbation adds an extra dimension to the Hamiltonian sys

tem of the traveling wave for the GNLS equation. It is the adding of this extra 

dimension that requires a slight generalization of the Melnikov technique. 

In order to write down system (5.10) in a convenient way for the upcoming 

analysis we change coordinates to action-angle variables (P, Q, R) to (P, I, 8). 
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Where I and 0 are given by the same formulas of the action-angle variables defined 

in Chapter 3 

1 Q(2) 

I - - [ J2H - V(Q)dQ, 
1r JQ(l) 

8 21r [Q dQ 
T(I,P,~) JQ(1) J2H - V(Q) . 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

Here Q(1)(P, I", E) and Q(2)(P, I", E) are two consecutive zeros of 2H - V(Q). 

The period of the orbit T(I, P, ,) is given by 

[Q(2) dQ 
T(I, P, ,) = 2 JQ(l) J2H(I) _ V(Q) . 

The perturbed profile system in the new variables becomes 

OzP E!t(P,I, 8, TJ, E), 

ozI - Eh(P, I, 0, TJ, E), 

oz8 n(p,I, TJ) + Efa(P,I, 0, TJ, E), 

where TJ = (0:, e), Q = Q(P, I, 0), R = R(P,I, 8) and 

11 = -1~e2 [eP + (c; + 0: - h'(Q2) + g'(Q2))Q2] - 1;e2 cQR, 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

h = -1~e2 [:~ (eP + (c; + 0: - h' (Q2) + gl(Q2)) Q2) + :keR] 

+1;e2 [-:~cQR+ :k (eG + (c; + a - h' (Q2) + gl(Q2))Q)] , (5.20) 

fa = -1~e2 f~~ (eP + (; + 0: - h' (Q2) + gl(Q2) )Q2) + ~~cR] 
+1;e2 -~~cQR + ~~ (eG + (; + a - h' (Q2) + gl(Q2))Q)] . 

5.3 Necessary Conditions 

We will use now an extension of the Melnikov method [Wig88], to derive an 

equivalent form of the two conditions for the persistence of the traveling waves 
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found in the last chapter, (conditions (4.50)-(4.51)). This new derivation of the 

necessary conditions is more convenient for the study of their sufficiency. 

Given a periodic orbit of the unperturbed profile system (5.17)-(5.19) (with f = 

0) through a distinguished point (P ... , I ... , 8 ... ) and with period T ... (P ... , I ... ) = ~. We 

want to find conditions on p ... , I ... , and 8 ... such that there is a periodic orbit of the 

perturbed system with period T( f, 1/) for some initial data (Pi( f, 1/), Ii( f, 1/), 0i( f, 1/)) 

such that 

(5.21) 

Consider the Poincare section defined by 

(5.22) 

notice that the initial condition (P ... , I ... , 0 ... ) is on the Poincare section. Now for 

any initial data (Pi, h 0i) let 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

be the solution of the perturbed problem (5.17)-(5.19) at time z with initial data 

(Pi, Ii, 0 i) and T = T(Pi, Ii, 0 i, 1/, f) be the time at which this solution hits the 

mth time the Poincare section. I.e., T = T(Pi, Ii, 0 i , 1/, f) solves tlie equation 

(5.26) 

with T(P ... , I ... , 8 ... , 1/0, 0) = T .... 

A periodic orbit of (5.17)-(5.19) translates into a fixed point in the Poincare 

section each m iterations. Therefore we want initial conditions (Pi, h 0i) such 

that 



P(T(Pj, Ij, 0j, Tt, f), Pj, h 0j, Tt, f) - Po - 0, 

I(T(Pj, Ij, 0j, Tt, f), Pj, h 0j, Tt, f) - 10 - 0, 

{)(T(Pj, h 0j, Tt, f), Pj, Ij, 0j, Tt, f) - 0 0 - 271"m, 
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(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

We know that for f = 0 any (Pj, Ij; 0j) solves this system because all the orbits 

are periodic. The idea is to use the Implicit Function Theorem to prove that for f 

small enough but different from zero some of the perturbed orbits are periodic, i.e. 

their corresponding Poincare map solves (5.27)-(5.29). Computing the Jacobian 

of these system we find that the first two rows are proportional to f. So for f = 0 

the Jacobian is singular. These of course reflects the fact that for f =I- 0 not all 

the orbits are periodic. Hence we need to impose some conditions on the initial 

conditions (Pj, h 0j) to find an orbit that closes after m iterations of the Poincare 

map. The way to find these conditions is the following. 

Because the first two rows of (5.27)-(5.29) are proportional to f, we divide 

the first two equations by f. So we shall seek periodic solutions of the perturbed 

system by looking for a continuous family (Pj,h0 j) = (Pj(f,Tt),!i(f,Tt),0 j(f,Tt)) 

that solves the system 

f 

I(T(Pj, Ij, 0j, Tt, f), Pj, h 0 j, Tt, f) - 10 
f 

{)(T(Pj, h 0j, "l, f), Pi, Ij, 0j, Tt, f) - 0 0 

- 0, 

271"m, 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

and that satisfies (Pi(O, TtO),!i(O, Tto), 0i(0, Tto)) = (P*,!*,0*). By the definition of 

T, the solutions of the last system must lie on the Poincare section. Notice that 

for f =I- 0 this last system is equivalent to (5.27)-(5.29). But in the limit as f goes 

to zero we obtain 
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1
. P(T(Pi, Ii, 8i, 'T}, E), Pi, h 8i, 'T}, €) - Po 1m ----:.----:.---:---:-..:.......:...:....-.:...:.....-...:--...:----'-'""""--'---
~_o € 

1
. P(T(Pi, Ii, 8 i, 'T}, E), Pi, h 8i, €) - P(T(Pi, Ii, 8i, 'T}, E), Pi, Ii, 8 i, 0) 

- lm----'----'----'----'-..:.......:...'---'-"-----....:...----'----'-------'--'-'-...:...:...---'----'-----'~ 

~o € 

(5.33) 

1
. I(T(P;, h 8i, 'T}, E), Pi, Ii, 8i, 'T}, €) - Po 
lm~~---~~----~---

~_o € 

1
. I(T(Pi, h 8i, 'T}, E), Pi, h 8i, €) - I(T(Pj, h 8 i, 'T}, E), Pi, h 8 i , 0) 

- lm~~---:---:-~~'------'----'--'-...:...:...-...:...:......:...:...----'----'~....:...-'""""----'---'-..:.......:...~ 

~o € 

(5.34) 

When € = 0, we have T(P*, 1*, 8*, 'T}o, 0) = T*. Hence, we obtain the following 

necessary conditions for the persistence of the periodic orbit 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

at some point (P*,I*). M1 and M1 do not depend on 8* because for € = 0, it and 

h are periodic in z. 

If we substitute now the expression for it and 12, using the following relations 

81 T 
8R = 27r R , (5.37) 

81 T P 
8P = 27r Q2' (5.38) 

and the the fact that the solutions of the unperturbed system have period one. We 

obtain the conditions 

M1(P,1) - 10
1 (cp + (; + a - h'(Q2) + 9'(Q2))Q2) dz = 0, (5.39) 

M2(P,1) - 10
1 (c ~: + (; + a - h'(Q2) + g'(Q2))p + CR2) dz = 0.(5.40) 
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These conditions are equivalent to the ones found using the averaging method. 

5.4 Sufficient Conditions 

Recall, in order to have periodic orbits for the perturbed profile system, we 

look for a continuous family (Pi, h Eli) = (Pi( E, 1]), Ii( E, 1]), Eli( E, 1])) that solves the 

system 

P(T(Pi, Ii, Eli, 1], E), Pi, h Eli, 1], E) - Po 
E 

I(T(Pi, Ii, Eli, 1], E), Pi, Ii, Eli, 1], E) - 10 
E 

tJ(T(Pi' Ii, Eli, 1], E), Pi, h Eli, 1], E) - Elo 

0, 

- 0, 

O(P", , I",)T. , 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

and that satisfies (Pi(O, 1]0), Ii(O, 1]0), Eli(O, 1]0)) = (P"" l"" El",). By the definition of 

T, the solutions of the last system must lie on the Poincare section. In the limit 

as E goes to zero we obtained the vector N = (Nll N2) 

1
. P(T(Pi, h Eli, 1], E), Pi, h Eli, 1], E) - Po 
Im~~~~--~~~~~~~~--

£-+0 E 

rT(Pj ,Ij,9j,f/O ,0) 
Jo ft(Pi, h Eli + O(Pi, Ii)z, 1]0, 0) dz. (5.44) 

The Melnikov conditions are obtained setting E = ° to obtain 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

Because we want to solve this system for (P"" I",) in terms of 1]0, the Jacobian 

( 
BpjMt BljMt) 
Bpj M 2 BljM 2 

(5.48) 
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must be nonsingular at (P., I.). 

If the Jacobian matrix of (5.41)-(5.43) is nonsingular at f = 0 then the implicit 

function theorem would yield the family of solutions we seek for f small enough 

but different from zero. 

A direct calculation shows 

(P.,I.,e.,T}o) 

where M = (MI, M 2 ), N = (NI' N2 ), and f = (it, h), while 

8pJ} (T(Pi , Ii, 0i, "I, f), Pi, Ii, 0i, "I, f)1 
(P. ,I. ,T}o ,0) 

= !1(P., I., "Io)8p; T(P., I., "1o, 0) + 8p;!1(P., I., "Io)T ... , 

'81J} (T(Pi, Ii, 0i, "I, f), Pi, h 0 i, "I, f)1 
(P.,I.,T}O,O) 

= !1(P ... , I ... , "10)81; T(P., I., "10' 0) + 8I;!1(P., I., "Io)T., 

8e/J(T(Pi' h 0 i, "I, f), Pi, Ii, Gi , "I, f)1 
(P.,I.,T}o,O) 

= !1(P ... , I ... , "Io)Te; (P., I., "10' 0) + 1. 

(5.49) 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

(5.54) 

The above derivatives of T may be evaluated by differentiating its defining relation 

(5.26) to obtain 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 
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Using this expressions, the Jacobian of the left side of (5.41)-(5.43) becomes 

( 

oPiNl 8Ii N1 -i) 
OPiN2 8Ii N2 - n ' (5.58) 

o 0 -1 (P.,I.,e.,Tlo) 

this Jacobian is nonsingular if aJ~t~) is nonsingular. We wil1 now evaluate this 

2 x 2 minor. When € = 0 we can eyaluate T, 

(5.59) 

Using this expression for T we obtain 

N(P*, 1*, 0*, 'TID) - loT f(Pi, h 0 i + n(Pi, h 'TIo)Z, 'TID, 0) dz 
e.-e;+1 

[ fI(Pi.
1

i.'10) f(P. I 0 A(P' I) ) d - Jo i, i, - i + H i, i, 'TID Z, 'TID, 0 Z 

re.-ei+1 
T(Pi, Ii, 'TIo) Jo f(Pi, Ii, 0i + s, 'TID, 0) ds 

- T(Pi , h 'TID) fa1 f(Pi, h s, 'TID, 0) ds 

- T(Pi, Ii, 'TIO)M(Pi, h 'TID), (5.60) 

therefore 

8Pi N(P., I., 0*, 'TID) - 8Pi T(P*, I., 'TIo)M(P*, 1*, 'TID) 

+T(P., I., 'TIO)OPiM(P., I., 'TID) 

- T(P., 1*, 'TIO)OPiM(P., I., 'TID) , (5.61) 

8Ii T(P., I., 'TIo)M(P., I., 'TIo) 

+T(P., I., 'TIO)OIiM(P*, I., 'TIo) 

T(P*, I., 'TIO)OliM(P., 1*, 'TID). (5.62) 

Hence, there exist periodic orbits for € =I 0, if 

(5.63) 



When this is the case, the amplitude has period T(Pi,hTJ). We want 

T (Pi, Ii, "I) = 1, the phase S (z) has also period one if 

The period can be normalized to unity if 
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(5.64) 

det( 88PiTS((~i'lhTJ)) 881iST((~i'IhTJ))) "1-0. (5.65) 
Pi .q , i, "I li·q , i, "I ( n ) •• ,1.,710 

We can summarize all the above into the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION 5.1. The traveling wave solution (3.33)-(3.34) of the NLS 

equation (3.1) with parameters P* and 1* persists under the CGL perturbation 

(5.4), if P* and 1* satisfy the following conditions 

(i) The parameters P* and 1* solve the following system of equations 

M1(P,I) = lol (cP+ (; +a_hl (Q2)+9'(Q2))Q2) dz=O, (5.66) 

M2(P,I) = lol (c~: + (; +a_hl (Q2)+g'(Q2))P+CR2) dz = 0.(5.67) 

(ii) The Jacobian of (Ml (P, I), M 2(P,I)) is nonsingular at (P*, 1*). 

8(M1,M2 ) 

8(P, I) (P.,!.) 
"I- O. 

(iii) The determinant condition (5.65) is satisfied. 

(5.68) 

Geometrically we have that the sufficient condition such that a periodic orbit 

of (3.23)-(3.26) persists is that the curves M1(Pi,hTJa) and M 2(Pi ,hTJa) intersect 

transversely at (P*,I*) in the (Pi, Ii) plane for "I = TJa. 

In our example of the cubic CGL, because our solutions are given with respect 

to the parameters K, and 0, it is easier to change M to these parameters. therefore 



the Jacobian changes to 

8(M1,M2 ) 

8(P*, 1*) 
8(~, 8) 8(Mb M 2 ) 

8(P*, 1*) 8(~, 8) 
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(5.69) 

the transformation from P* and 1* to ~ and 8 is nonsingular in the interior of the 

triangle for 0 < ~ :::; 8 :::; 1 for ~ < 1. This is because the transformation from 

(P, H, ,) to (~.8,'\) is nonsingular in· this domain (see (3.54)) and ~~ = ~ =J 0, 

therefore the restriction ,\ = 2J((~), , = ,0 is nonsingular. Hence, the sufficient 

condition (ii) for the persistence is 

(5.70) 

I.e. the sufficient condition is the transversal intersection of the curves Ml (~, 8) 

and Ml(~,8). 

Solving numerically the equations Ml(~,8) = 0 and M2(~,8) = 0 (see Figure 

5.1) for fixed values of m and n, we find that a transversal crossing exists for q = 1 

and r = 150. In fact, more can be said by analyzing the curves Ml (~, 8) = 0 

and M2(~,8) = o. Both curves originate at the point (0,8*) where they are tan

gent corresponding to one of the selected rotating waves An(x, t). Expanding both 

curves in Taylor series around (0,8*) to fourth order, (the curves are identical to 

third order) it can be proved that there is a value r = r C for which a crossing is 

born at (0,8*). Moreover, the value r = r C at which the traveling wave with indices 

nand m is selected (or deselected) has the following property, the nth rotating 

wave An(x, t), under infinitesimal CGL perturbation, undergoes a change in sta

bility with respect to the mth side band perturbation as r cross r C (see [CPLL95j). 

Therefore, for r = r C a traveling wave with indices nand m is bifurcated from the 

rotating wave An(x, t) in the direction of the mth side band. 
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m=2,n=1,q=1,C1=+,C2=O 
1 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

K 0.5 r=104.9 
0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

5 
Figure 5.1, The curves M1(K, 8) = 0 and M2(K, 8) = 0 for q = 1 and different values 
of r. For low values of r the curves do not intersect; for a r R: 104.9 a crossing is 
generated; for r = 150 there is a transversal crossing in the interior of the triangle 
0</\,<8<1. 
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Chapter 6 The Cubic Case 

6.1 Preliminaries 

In this chapter we study the persistence of solutions of the focusing cubic 

nonlinear Schrodinger equation (CNLS) (3.60) 

(6.1) 

As it was mentioned in Chapter 3, this equation is a completely integrable Hamil

tonian system. In particular, this implies the existence of an infinite family of 

integrals of motion. We will use these integrals of motion to study the persistence 

of more general phase space structures than the ones in Chapter 4 when a small 

perturbation is added to equation (6.1). In particular we will consider a cubic 

perturbation which transforms the focusing cubic Schrodinger equation into the 

complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGL) 

(6.2) 

Recall in Chapter 3 we defined the isospectral manifold N A as the set of all 

solutions to (6.1) which have the same periodic spectrum as A. It was proven that 

NA is a level set of the Floquet discriminant (3.64) 

NA = {B E F : ~(Aj A) = ~(Aj B) for all A E C}. (6.3) 

When the simple periodic spectrum has 2N elements (with the corresponding sym

metries), the corresponding isospectral manifold consists of quasiperiodic solutions 

with N quasi periods 

OJ = /'i,jX - Wjt • (6.4) 

Given the simple periodic spectrum {Aj }]~l' satisfying the CNLS constraints, (dis

tinct and occurring in complex conjugate pairs), solutions (6.4) are quasiperiodic 
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in time and space. The conditions for periodicity in space are given by (see (3.105)) 

1 
271" Kj = nj, nj E Z. (6.5) 

Because of this last constraint, these solutions, up to arbitrary phase shifts, are 

parametrized by N discrete parameters nj and the remaining N real parameters. 

This situation is analogous to the one for the traveling wave (genus one, N=2) of 

Chapter 4. There we had two real and two discrete parameters. In the next section 

we will study the conditions for the persistence of this class of solutions. 

6.2 Persistence Criteria for Finite Genus Solutions 

In this section we use condition (4.15) and the conserved quantities of the 

cubic Schrodinger equation to write down the explicitly necessary conditions for 

the persistence of quasiperiodic solutions under the complex Ginzburg-Landau 

perturbation. There are several equivalent families of conserved quantities. We 

will see that for this calculation it is convenient to use the simple critical points of 

the spectrum (defined below). 

Equations (6.1) and (6.2) can be written as 

.01-£ 
-1, oA*' 

.01-£ og 
- -z h'A* - f h'A* , 

where the functionals 1-£ and 9 are given by 

1-£ - fa1 (loxAl2 - IAI4) dx, 

9 _ fa1 (loxAl2 + qlAI4 - r1A12) dx. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

The selection criteria derived in Chapter 4 (4.15) applied to this class of quasiperi

odic solutions is 

. 1 fT r (OF og bF og ) 
J:,: = .)~~ T Jo Jo oA* oA + oA oA* (Ao) dx dt = 0, (6.10) 
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for all conserved quantities:F. Because 9 is a linear combination of the mass the 

energy and the L4 norm of A 

(6.11) 

both terms in the persistence condition (6.10) are equal. Therefore (6.10). can be 

written if the following way 

(6.12) 

We will use the following family of conserved quantities called the simple critical 

points of the spectrum. These simple critical points of ~ are defined by 

(6.13) 

For a quasiperiodic potential AN with N quasi periods, there are exactly N of 

these simple double points. Like the periodic spectrum, the simple double points 

are either real or appear in complex conjugate pairs. In the following lemma we 

compute the derivative of >'c with respect to A* 

LEMMA 6.1. The derivative of >'c with respect to A* is given by: 

(6.14) 

where g(x,tj>') is the quadratic eigenfunction (3.73) and F(>.) is the integral of 

the quadratic eigenfunction (3.72), therefore F(>.) is independent of t . 

... ... 
PROOF. Let M = (.,p, if> ) be a solution of the Zakharov-Shabat system 

M(O, >'c) = I, (6.15) 

where 

( 
-i>.c c5A) 

U = -oA* i>.c . (6.16) 



Taking the variation of (6.15), the following equation is obtained 

68x M = 6UM + U6M. 

Multiplying both sides of this equation by M-1 and integrating yields 

fa1 M-168x M dx = fa1 M-1 (6U M + U6M) dx. 
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(6.17) 

(6.18) 

If the variation and the derivative in x can be interchanged then integrating by 

parts the left side 

fa1 M-18x6M dx = - fa1 8x M- 18M dx = fa1 M-1 U8M dx. (6.19) 

where the last integral is obtained using the fact that if 8x M = U M then 8x M-1 = 

-M-1U. The last integral is equal to the second term in (6.18). Therefore 

fa1 M-16U M dx = o. (6.20) 

l,From this equation, taking the variation with respect to A* and A 

(6.21) 

from which the lemma follows. 

Using these simple critical points >'c as conserved quantities. The persistence 

condition (6.12) can be written as 

(6.22) 

for all the simple critical points >'c. 

For an (N -I)-genus potential AN, the corresponding quadratic eigenfunctions 

I, g, and h are polynomial in >.. In particular, because of (3.82) the Il variables 

are the zeros of 9 
N-1 

g{x, tj >.) = -iA II (>. - Ilj). (6.23) 
j=l 
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Because g(x, tj >.) is a polynomial of degree N -1, instead of requiring condition 

(6.22) for each of the N simple critical points >'c, it is equivalent to impose the 

same condition for all >.. 

11T 1IN
-

I 

lim T II (>. - Ilj)A (-8xxA* + 2qlAI2 A* - rA*) dx dt = 0, 
T-+oo 0 0 . 1 

J= 

for all >. . 

(6.24) 

In order to express the integrand in terms of only the Il's and not their conjugates 

(this requirement will be important below, where we integrate in the Il representa

tion). It is necessary to integrate by parts the first term, so the conditions become 

lim .!.. rT ri 

[ If (>. - Ilj) (-A*8xxA + 2qlAI4 - r1A12) 
T-+oo T 10 10 j=I 

-f). Cg' (.\ -1';)) (A'f).A - Af).A*) 1 dxdt = O. (6.25) 

When all the periodic double points are real, the isospectral manifold N A is a 

N-torus (see [FL86]). In this case, if the frequencies Wj (3.106) are not rationally 

related (which is the generic case), the solution AN fills ergodically the torus NA • 

Hence for any function F[A(x, t)], the average 

1lo
T

loi lim T F[A(x, t)] dx dt, 
T-+oo 0 0 

(6.26) 

is equal to the average of F over the torus [Arn89] 

lol ... 11 

F[A(Ob ... ON-l)] d01 ... dON- I • (6.27) 

The integral in (6.27) involves only N -1 phases OJ, because the plane wave factor 

introduced when integrating the trace formulas, can be factorized. Moreover, be

cause the integral in (6.26) is the average in space and time, the integral (6.26) is 

equal to the averages over the torus except when the frequencies and wave numbers 

are commensurable simultaneously, i.e. when there is a vector ( = (6, ... , eN-I) 

with integer coordinates such that 

((,k) = ((,w) = o. (6.28) 
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Condition (6.25) in the 0 representation becomes 

1 1 [N-1 fa ... fa !! (.x - Jtj) (-A*8xxA + 2qlAI4 
- r1A12) 

-a. (U'<A -1';») (A"a.A - M.A") 1 d9, ... d9N-, = o. (6.29) 

The integrand in (6.29) can be more easily written in terms of the Jt variables 

than in terms of the phases OJ. Therefore it is better to change variables in the 

integral (6.29) from the 0 representation to the il representation. 

£, ... :L, @:(A -1';) (-A·a •• A + 2QIAI' - riAl') 

-8x (1f (..\ -Jtj)) (A*8x A - A8x A*)] 88~ dJt1 ... dJtN-1 = 0, 
3=1 Jt 

(6.30) 

where the integrals are taken over the Jt-cycles. The transformation il -l- 0 is given 

by the Abel-Jacobi map. The Jacobean of this transformation can be computed 

directly from its definition (3.96) 

__ d t Jtj _ i>k Jtj - Jtk 80'" (N-1-k) rr ( ) 
8il - e R(Jtj) - rrf=11 R(Jti) . 

(6.31) 

The derivative of Jtj with respect to x is given by (3.85) 

(6.32) 

For the AN potential the generating function for the densities is polynomial in ..\ 

N 

1 = LIi..\i. (6.33) 
j=O 

In this expansion, 10 and it are constants. Using 12 and h, the densities for the 

mass and the momentum can be express in terms of the Jt variables. 

(6.34) 
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A8x A* - A*8x A = 4i (- L: J1.jJ1.kJ1.1 + (2 E J1.j - AI) (-21 L: J1.jJ1.k (6.35) 
j>k>l I j>k 

1 N-I ) 1 1 1 1) 
--AI L J1.j - -AI L J1.jJ1.k - -(A2 - -AI)(l + -AI) , 

4 I 2 j>k 2 4 2 

where 

(6.36) 

Finally, using the trace formula (3.84) 

(6.37) 

Substituting all these expressions into (6.30), it becomes 

where 

N-I 

r2 = 2 L J1.j - AI. (6.39) 
I 

The integration in the new J1. variables needs to be done over the J1.-cycles. When 

the corresponding Zakharov-Shabat operator is self adjoint, like for the defocusing 

cubic Schrodinger equation, the J1.-cycles are fairly simple. In our case, because 

the Zakharov-Shabat operator (3.61) is not self adjoint, the J1.-cycles are very com

plicated. However, Ercolani and Forest [EF85] have shown that the Abel-Jacobi 

map (3.96) restricted to the cubic NLS flow, imposes topological constraints on 

the closed J1.-cycles: 

(6.40) 
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where f'V denotes "is homologous to" , or equivalent as a path of integration over the 

Riemann surface n (3.88). Therefore because the integrand in (6.38) is analytic, 

it is possible to change the path of integration in (6.38) to the a-cycles. 

1 1 {TIj>k(J.tj - J.tk) NIT-l ( \ )r (r2 2A2 r ) fa ... fa N-l R(.) ;\ - J.tj 1 2 - 1 + 2q 1 - r 
al aN_l TIj =1 J.t3 j=1 

N-1 k (A - W) ( 
-8 L ( -1) IT (J.tj - J.tn) IT 3 - L J.tj J.tkJ.tl 

k=1 j~k j# R(J.tj) j>k>l 
n,J:#-k 

+~rl E !';I'k - ~A,r, - ~ (A, - ~Al) ) } dl'l ... dI'N-l = O. (6.41) 

Notice that condition (6.43) is a polynomial in A of degree N -1. Therefore it 

impose N conditions over the periodic spectrum {Aj }]~1' These conditions to

gether with the N conditions for periodicity (6.5) uniquely determine the periodic 

spectrum {Aj }J~I' Summarizing, we have the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. A necessary condition for the persistence of aN-phase 

solution of the NLS equation (6.1) with periodic spectrum {Aj}]~1 under the per

turbation (6.2) is that the periodic eigenvalues satisfy the following 2N by 2N 

system of equations 

and 

1 1 {TIj>k(J.tj - J.tk) NIT-l ( \ )r (r2 2A2 r ) J:. ... J:. TIIY-1 R( .) . ;\ - J.tj 1 2 - 1 + 2q 1 - r 
al aN_l 3=1 J.t3 3=1 

N-1 k (A - W) ( 
-8 L(-1) IT (J.tj - J.tn) IT R( .) - L J.tjJ.tkJ.tl 

k=1 j~k j# J.t3 j>k>l 
n,J:#-k 

(6.42) 

+~rl E 1';l'k - ~A,r, - ~ (A, - ~Al) ) } dpl ... dpN_l = 0, (6.43) 

where Al and A2 are given by (6.39) and the wave numbers K, are given by (3.105). 
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REMARK. For the genus one case (N = 2), writing conditions (6.43) in the () 

representation, they reduce to conditions (4.50)-(4.51). In Chapter 5 we proved 

that this conditions are sufficient, provided the Jacobian of the conditions is non

singular. 

6.3 Genus 2 Case 

In this section we analyze the persistence of even genus two solutions of the cu

bic Schrodinger equation (6.1) under the complex Ginzburg-Landau perturbation 

(6.2). We will show numerical simulations that strongly indicate the existence of 

a family of solutions to the CGL equation that smoothly deform to a even genus 

two solution of the CNLS equation as f goes to zero. 

Expanding in powers of A conditions (6.43) in the genus two case (N=3), one 

gets the following three necessary conditions for persistence 

£1 £2 R(:l)~~2) rl (r~ - 2A~ + 2qrl - r) dJll dJl2 = 0, (6.44) 

i1 t2 {R~~l)~!2) rl (r~ - 2r~ + 2qrl - r) (6.45) 

_8(_1 ___ 1_) (~r2JllJl2 - ~Alrl - ~(A2 - ~Al)) }dJll dJl2 = 0, 
R(Jll) R(Jl2) 2 4 2 4 

£1 £2 {R~~)~~2)JllJl2rl (r~ - 2r~ + 2qrl - r) (6.46) 

-8(Rr;2) - Rr~l) (~r2JllJl2 - ~Alrl- ~(A2 - ~Al)) }dJl1dJl2 = 0, 

where 

(6.47) 

1£ the potential A is a spatially even function, then the periodic spectrum 

{Aj }J~l satisfy one more symmetry condition. 1£ Aj is a periodic (or antiperiodic) 

eigenvalue, then -Aj is also a periodic (or ant.iperiodic) eigenvalue. In figure 
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Figure 6.1, An example (genus 2) of branch cuts satisfying the focusing cubic NLS 
restrictions and the even symmetry. It shows also one choice of a and b cycles. 

(6.1) a typical configuration of the periodic eigenvalues for these even potentials 

(represented by the ends of the branch cuts) and a choice of the a and b cycles. 

Using this a cycles it can be proven that the external wave number K3 is zero, and 

the remaining two are given by 

(6.48) 

The corresponding frequencies are 

(6.49) 

The phase velociti~s are equal in magnitude but of opposite sign, therefore, these 

solutions represent standing waves. 

"From the symmetry imposed on the spectrum by evenness of the potential, 

it follows that Al = E~N Aj = O. In this case the momentum J = ij2(A*8x A

A8x A*) is identically zero. Writing 

(6.50) 
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then 

(6.51) 

Therefore for an even potential of genus two, condition (6.45) is identically satisfied. 

For this kind of potentials the conditions for persistence (6.44)-(6.46) transform 

into the following conditions 

i1 i2 R(:1);~2)rl (4(JLI + JL2? + 2qrl - r) dJLI dJL2 = 0, (6.52) 

i1 t2 {R~~);~2)JLIJL2rl (4(JLl + JL2? + 2qrl - r) (6.53) 

-8(R(;2) - R(~l)) ((JLI + JL2)JLIJL2 - ~A2) }dJLI dJL2 = 0, 

where 

(6.54) 

Therefore we have the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. A necessary condition for the persistence of an even genus 

two solution of the NLS equation (6.1) with periodic eigenvalues {Aj }1=1' is that 

the periodic eigenvalues satisfy the corresponding symmetries and the following 3 

by 3 system of equations 
.1 dA 1 
Z !a

1 
R( A) = ; , 

i1 t2 R~21);~2) fl (4(JLI + JL2? + 2qfl - r) dJLI dJL2 = 0, 

i1 t2 {R~~);~2)JLIJL2fl (4(JLI + JL2)2 + 2qfl - r) 

-8(R(;2) - R(~d) ((JLI + JL2)JLIJL2 - ~A2) }dJLI dJL2 = 0, 

where n is a positive integer and fl is given by (6.54). 

(6.55) 

(6.56) 

(6.57) 
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APPENDIX A 

Throughout Section 3 we infer uniform bounds for any nonnegative quantity 

F(t) that satisfies a differential inequality of the general form 

(A.l) 

where, > 0 and (3(t) > O. Such bounds are derived as follows. Introduce Y = F-'Y 

into (A.I) and obtain the linear differential inequality 

8tY ~ -,o(t)Y + ,(3(t) . (A.2) 

Multiply this equation by exp( - It'; ,o(t") dt") to get 

Integration between 0 and t results in 

The uniform upper bound on F(t) follow directly by neglecting the Y(O) term, 

which effectively means taking the supremum over all initial conditions F(O): 

( t (t ) ) -l/'Y 
F(t) < 10 exp - 1, ,o(t"~ dt" ,(3(t')dt' (A.5) 

This bound is satisfied by any nonnegative quantity F(t) that satisfies the differ

ential inequality (A.I), regardless of its initial condition. 
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